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ABSTRACT
Collective behavior and large-scale group dynamics have become especially hot topics of
research in the physical, biological, and cognitive sciences — from microscopic interactions
involving the signaling and collective response of bacteria, to the types of coordination dynamics
that are present in team sports. Recent findings argue for a fundamental principle for the selforganization of activity that is indifferent to scale; and that the behavior manifest in both living
and non-living collectives serves to satisfy the dissipation of energy and strives toward the
maximization of entropy production. While undoubtedly provocative, this hypothesis opens up
new avenues of inquiry for the study of living and cognizing collective systems. Nonetheless, a
physical-thermodynamic approach to cognitive sciences is still in its early development and lacks
theoretical and mathematical insights to realize the promise of its potential. To address these
limitations, we propose an experimental paradigm to study football from the theory of dissipative
structures. Inspired by the experimental paradigms of one of the simplest collectives
(benzoquinone particles - BQ), a series of rondo experiments were conducted. Rondos are a
common drill in football with a set of exterior players forming a circle and passing the ball to
keep it away from two interior players who try recover it. These conditions, analogous to those
encountered in the model system, allowed us to study the behavior of interior players based on
traits shared among most of the Non-Equilibrium Self-Organizing Systems such as BQ. In
Experiment 1 manipulation of the number of ball touches (1- vs 2-touches) outside players could
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take with their feet resulted in the identification of two collective modes. An increase of task
space in Experiment 2 (~ 3 m. radius vs 6 m.) revealed the effects of the manipulation of our
control parameters (i.e., space and touches) on the two collective modes. Finally, Experiment 3
measured the !"# consumption to obtain a measure of energy dissipation and entropy production
of each of the collective modes. This dissertation, thus, shed light on methodological issues to be
addressed to bridge a sound theoretical and methodological framework for experimental testing
across scales (from BQ to Football).
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Overview
By a variety of measures—number of followers, TV viewership, social media and internet
presence, number of participating countries—association football, or soccer, is the most popular
sport in the world. Among the contributors to making football a game of global interest are the
players who have catalyzed its evolution by implementing a particular, recognizable style of
playing the game. While particular style peculiarities may be phenomenologically obvious,
providing a systematic understanding of the dynamics that gives rise to them is not
straightforward.
For decades, the game of football was rarely studied. To be sure, different aspects of the
game have been examined (e.g., strength and conditioning; injury prevention; notational
analysis; and so-called analytics—the application of mathematical and statistical principles to
particular events such as set pieces or to player tendencies such as turnovers). And there have
certainly been coaches who have mastered the practice of the game. However, first and foremost,
what football is missing is a principled approach to the fundamental questions that a theory of
football must answer. In other words, a theory of football should treat its subject matter as
seriously as astrophysicists treat the formation of galaxies or quantum physicists deal with the
study of elementary particles.
The present dissertation addresses this issue by combining two perspectives, one scientific
and one sporting. It exploits the intellectual legacy of the ecological approach to perception and
action (e.g., Turvey, 2019), itself a conjoining of James Gibson’s perspective on visual
perception (1979) and Nikolai Bernstein’s characterization of the degrees of freedom problem in
motor control (1996). This scientific perspective is used to provide a framework for
1

understanding what is known as “Football Barça,” a prescription of how the game should be
played, fashioned in large part from insights provided by two long-term associates of the Catalan
football club F. C. Barcelona (FCB). The major goal of this dissertation is to provide a kind of
blueprint of an Ecological Physics for Football. We begin with an introduction to the historical
underpinnings of the physical and behavioral sciences that hint at the shortcomings of traditional
physics for the study of ensembles of living systems, generally, and teams of players, in
particular.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
A glimpse on science and living systems
In order to position the study of the functional coordination of football players during the
game, we will begin by considering how living systems have been studied historically. Drawing
inspiration from the study of non-living systems, the mechanistic approach has held great sway
in the history of science in general and the study of material systems in particular. From
Descartes’ Treatise on Man (1664/1972) and Newton’s Principia Mathematica (1687) through
Kant’s Critique of Judgement (1790), a deep-rooted tradition was established that natural science
must follow the example of mechanics. The general thinking is that global activity of a natural
system is the result of the sum of each individual and separable activity of each of the
components configuring it (Van Orden & Holden, 2002). This same rationale has been provided
for statistics of general linear models (Riley & Van Orden, 2005; Van Orden, Kloos, & Wallot,
2012). The variability of the whole system is decomposed into a linear sum of contributions of
variability from statistically independent sources, assuming the sources come from identifiable
components.
Despite these strong influences, however, there have always been discordant views.
Aristotle’s system of metaphysics and physics, for example, required acknowledgement of what
constituted for him an obvious kind of causality—namely, final causes—which is different from
modern day Newtonian causality (Lombardo, 1987). Kant himself argued that the holistic
character of living systems needs to be considered in addressing their purposefulness.
Schrödinger was perhaps the first thinker who tried to subsume both living and non-living
3

phenomena under a common physics, side-stepping the apparent impossibility of the increase of
order brought about by living organisms by noting that this negentropy is accompanied by a
decrease of order in an external source of energy. Finally, Rosen (1991) argued that those natural
systems for which the mechanistic approach is most suitable are actually marginal, and that
complex systems are the norm, even outside the domain of living systems. On this view, a
discontinuity between living and non-living systems was never a problem. Rather, the real
problem was the use of machines as paradigms for natural phenomena. It should be noted that for
Rosen, complexity is to be distinguished from complication. A machine may be complicated in
the sense that it has very many parts interacting in linear ways. A system is complex, however,
when the interaction between the parts gives rise to higher order constraints which, in turn, act on
the parts themselves. This form of “circular causation” known as impredicativity (Russell, 1903;
see also Haken, 1977; Poincare, 1906) could, according to Rosen, be the source of the
purposefulness that characterizes the living but also the non-living. Indeed, “simple” experiments
like the Rayleigh–Bénard instability show impredicativity from just fluid, a dish, and heat: The
convection cells that constrain the flow result from the flow itself. In such a phenomenon, it is
impossible to decompose the global activity of the system into independent interacting
components and rigid constraints as in machine structure (Köhler, 1969; Kugler, Kelso &
Turvey, 1980).
Rayleigh–Bénard convection cells are a case of dissipative structures, dynamic patterns
whose purpose is to accelerate the rate at which thermodynamic gradients are being degraded.
Dissipative structures provide an avenue to unify the lawfulness of thermodynamics with the
intentionality of biological and psychological systems. In particular, dissipative structures
contribute to the intentionality of a system—its purposefulness—by bringing about constraints
4

that force the degrees of freedom (DF) to interact so as to achieve a certain end-state or steady
state (Kondepudi & Prigogine, 2012; Nicolis & Prigogine, 1977). The corralling of DF highlights
the relevance of a parallel notion in the action domain, namely, coordinative structures (Kugler
& Turvey, 1987), which characterize the organization that underlies functional coordination. For
present purposes, we note that any intentional system that one wishes to study can be considered,
regardless of the spatio-temporal scale at which it exists, as a thermodynamic system organizing
itself into patterns that maximize the rate at which the embedding gradient is degraded
(Swenson, 1997). The task, then, is to find and analyze the thermodynamical constraints and the
patterns brought forth by a system at the ecological scale, that is, the scale of behavior.
These lessons will be brought to bear in our attempt to understand collective behavior on the
football pitch. This will require an experimental design with suitable methodological conditions
that allow for analogous analysis. Indeed, the analysis can only be analogous across scales, not
identical, since the game of football and its specific ecological scale present unique features. In
order to make the analysis analogous, non-trivial work must be directed towards the
methodology of football-level data collection and its subsequent treatment in order to achieve the
requisite level of phenomenological and statistical reliability. Let’s begin with the challenges of
collective behavior generically.
Collective Behavior
Adding and subtracting do not change the material basis of systems: Simple systems are the
same whether they are alone or whether they have been added into a larger system. However,
living systems are seldom isolated individuals subsisting by themselves in an environment
devoid of other individuals. More often than not, an agent’s environment includes other agents,
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both similar to and different from itself. Some are food, some are predators, some are potential
mates, some are potential rivals for a mate, some are siblings, some are offspring, some are
friends, some are foes, and so on. In short, the dynamics of organism-environment systems need
to accommodate interactions among organisms as much as interactions with environmental
features. As Gibson (1979) noted: “the richest and most elaborate affordances of the environment
are provided by other animals and, for us, other people” (p. 135). Any form of collective
behavior, such as the complex interactions seen in team sports, take place at the ecological scale,
a scale that entails organism-environment mutuality best characterized with ecological physics
(Gibson, 1979; Turvey, 1992).
Nowadays there is still some ambiguity in regard to the complex phenomena that collective
behavior entails. In particular, mainstream researchers struggle to account for the fact that
different individuals can come together and collaborate in order to obtain a common goal.
Concepts such as shared or extended cognition (Clark & Chalmers, 1998) and theory of mind
(Leslie, 2001; Premack & Woodruff, 1978) shoehorn collective dynamics into standard
computational frameworks. Not surprisingly, such analyses at the collective level are prone to
the same shortcomings encountered at an individual level (Van Gelder, 1998).
In the perspective taken here, in contrast, collective behavior refers to the functional
coordination of systems composed of agents loosely constrained to work together towards the
fulfillment of a common goal. Unlike the behavior of other complex systems such as machines or
computers in which the components are rigidly constrained, the components of a collective
maintain a certain degree of autonomy which results in a more fluid-like dynamic evolution
usually characterized by self-organizing regimes (Köhler, 1969; Rosen, 1991; Soodak & Iberall,
1978). Typical examples of this hallmark of living systems range from bacteria (e.g., Conrad,
6

2012; Jeckel et al., 2018) and other simple microorganisms (e.g., slime mold, Nakagakia,
Yamadaa, & Uedab, 2000), to animal-like behavior such as midges (Kelley & Oullette, 2013)
and other insects (Puckett, Ni, & Oullette, 2015), fish (e.g., Katz, Tunstrøm, Ioannou, Huepe, &
Couzin, 2011), and birds (Jolles, King, Manica, & Thornton, 2013); as well as the behavior of
human pedestrians (Kiefer, Rio, Bonneaud, Walton, & Warren, 2017; Rio, Rhea & Warren,
2014) and players in teams sports (e.g., Duarte et al., 2013; López-Felip, Davis, Frank & Dixon,
2018). All exhibit similar emerging self-organizing features that spontaneously exhibit new
functional behaviors at the level of the group. For example, insects construct complex trail
structures that allow wayfinding and exploration (Deneubourg, Aron, Goss, & Pasteels, 1990).
Likewise, pedestrians in a crowded situation create uni-directional lanes that facilitate traffic
flow (Moussaïd, Helbing, & Theraulaz, 2011). In a team sport such as football, players of a team
spontaneously move to create passing lanes between players that facilitate the build-up of the
game (see examples of tactical game fundamentals in López-Felip 2014; and López-Felip &
Turvey, 2017).
In traditional—that is, non-ecological approaches—all such cases of a higher degree of
individual autonomy have been accounted for according to two distinct and rather extreme
perspectives.
Cognitive Approach (Agent-Based Modeling)
One perspective sees the collective as an aggregate of intentional agents such that each of
the components is hypothesized to be performing a given cognitive operation in order to ensure
its coordination with the other members of the collective. Indeed, the agent takes care of all the
local physical requirements (e.g., energy regulation, force generation) in a way that is largely
7

independent of the collective behavior itself. This allows for the behavior of each agent to be
modeled as a set of local rules which the agent executes as conditions require. For example, in
modeling pedestrian behavior in a crowded environment, one rule might be to maintain the same
heading as the person in front of you, as long as they are moving. Note that the model
emphasizes executing rules in response to informational variables. The details of how each agent
makes it all work in the real world are not part of the model.
When taking this perspective on football, such an agential-cognitive account would play out
by positing in each player mental and computational states aimed at estimating the intentions and
future behavior of the other players so as to accommodate their own behavior in view of the
collective function.
However, this approach takes a more static and linear perspective on the game of
football/system. It is static because the knowledge structure possessed by an individual accounts
for players’ ability to act upon particular contexts of the game; it is linear, because the additive
individual knowledge accounts for team behavior (Mohammed, Ferzandi, & Hamilton, 2010).
Statistical Physics Approach
Another, rather opposite, perspective consists in abstracting away the individual richness of
the individual components and treating the ensemble from a statistical point of view where each
contribution is taken to add linearly to a mean field whose change over time characterizes the
evolution of the collective behavior. Thus, emphasis is on the physical properties of the
environment in which the components are embedded. This approach assumes that the particles
have on-board energy resources and are tuned to very small gradients in the environmental
variables or fields. The interactions between the particles and field create complex dynamics,
8

which result in the observed collective behavior. For example, in a model of midge swarming,
Sinhuber and Ouelette (2017) treated the swarm as akin to a “condensed” phase and the
surrounding cloud as a “vapor” phase. This characterization implies additional properties of each
phase, such as “pressure” and “chemical potential.” Sinhuber and Ouelette showed that both
these properties exist in the swarms and function much as one might expect from physical
theory. Note that the model emphasizes the physical interactions between the particles and the
field(s) (which are properties of the phases); the field controls the particle motion, which in turn
changes the field.
The application of this approach to football would entail the assessment of correlations
between the centroid and deviation from it of a team’s player positions and the team’s role in the
game (i.e., attacking or defending) (Sampaio & Maças, 2012; Schöllhorn, 2003; Sumpter, Mann,
& Perna, 2012; Yue, Broich, Seifriz, & Mester, 2008). However, although mean-field based
measures capture some variability of the game, these provide extremely challenging problems:
1) These measures account for only a low proportion of the variability;
2) there are numerous units at the structural level of the game that could be considered as
degrees of freedom, but whether these arbitrary measures are the right ones for
understanding the functional coordination of the system in achieving a common goal is
unclear;
3) it is rather hard to see how any of these individual mean-field based measures would fit
with one another and with a comprehensive theory of the game, even if such a theory had
even been suggested (it hasn’t); and
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4) mean-field approaches are mute with respect to the intentionality of the game.
Each of these alternatives tends to project properties of a given level of analysis on the other
levels albeit from two different extrema. If the different levels are classified as being physics,
biology and psychology (Shaw & Kinsella-Shaw, 1988), the agential approach starts from
psychology and projects in a top-down fashion onto the other levels by deploying the theoretical
concepts of cognitive computation. The statistical approach, on the other hand, starts from
statistical physics and the usual mean field analysis of particles and projects in a bottom-up
fashion onto the other levels by treating them similarly such that components of a system are
characterized as simple particles.
Both approaches, however, tend to leave out important aspects of collective behavior. In the
case of a highly complex collective phenomenon such as a team sport (e.g., football), which
includes not only cognitive agents such as humans but also highly dynamic interactions among
them, such approaches seem incomplete.
The Alternative Approach: Ecological Physics
A third alternative, dubbed ecological physics (Gibson, 1979, p. 130), avoids these
shortcomings. It advocates that “biology and physics come together with psychology to define a
science at a new scale, the ecological scale, at which physical law might conceivably become
more unitary” (Turvey & Shaw, 1995, p. 153). As extended by Turvey and Shaw (1995), it
champions a fundamental principle for the self-organization of activity that is indifferent to scale.
Even though the behavior of living systems can be said to “feed on negentropy” (Schrödinger,
1944), the behavior of both living and non-living collectives serves to satisfy the dissipation of
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energy and strives toward the maximization of entropy production “in the large” (Kondepudi &
Prigogine, 2012; Turvey & Shaw, 1995).
In addition, in contrast to ordinary psychology’s concern with mental states, ecological
psychology is concerned with Organism-Environment systems, with an emphasis on principles
underlying their organization and the fundamental laws that can explain the basis of behavior.
Thus, two things are meant when adding the eco- prefix to physics: 1) a scaling of the
phenomena under consideration relative to the functional relations between animals and their
environments; and 2) a specific ontology that accompanies the scaling based on the reciprocity
between organism and environment.
Organism-Environment Dualism
Theoretical implications of ecological physics (Gibson, 1979) surround mostly the problem
of how organisms manage to successfully move in their surroundings. For organisms, the world
comes to be known largely through information in the specificational sense. Traditional theories
of perception have advocated an indirect approach to perception. Since the ancient Greeks,
theories of perception proposed some sort of mediator, a tertium quid, to explain how organisms
come to know the world surrounding them. For Gibson, that was problematic because such a
mediator introduces insurmountable epistemological problems, for which theorists needed to
introduce solutions that can only make the problem worse, such as inference and construction of
representations of the world. Direct perception, in contrast, starts from the assumption that
available information in the environment is rich and specific and, therefore, no mental operations
that separate the subject from the world are needed. Ecological psychology relies on ecological
physics in that it asks how an organism comes to know and act in the world thanks to access to
the information available defined by and in reference to the organism itself.
11

Perception-Action and Coordinative Structures as Dissipative Structures
The two-terms relationship between the perceiver (organism - O) and what needs to be
perceived (environment - E) brings about the keystone of perception-action in terms of
information about in the sense of specificity to (Gibson, 1979; Lombardo, 1987; Michaels &
Carello, 1981; Turvey, Shaw, Reed, & Mace, 1981). That is, this relationship (i.e., O-E
relationship) occurs in a bidirectional fashion, such that this circular causality, or impredicativity,
(Chemero & Turvey, 2007; Turvey, 2004) entails the specificity that allows organisms to evolve
to detect information, while this information specifies how the organism needs to function to
satisfy goals (“informationL” – Turvey, 2015). Indeed, the specific combination of the properties
of substances and surfaces taken with reference to an agent (i.e., affordances; Gibson, 1979),
need to meet the ability of the agent to find an action solution for any emerging action problem
(i.e., dexterity; Bernstein circa 1940s, as cited in Latash & Turvey, 1996). As Turvey and Shaw
(1995) suggested, an affordance is a dispositional property that refers to the environment that is
directly relevant to the agent’s behavior. Therefore, it needs its reciprocal dispositional property,
an effectivity. Thus, when an organism is conjoined with its environment, the arrangement of the
DF emerges based on the commensurability between the particular kind of physical disposition
and the properties of the organism, that is, between the affordance and the effectivities (Turvey,
2015, p. 29):
Situation X affords activity Y for organism Z on occasion O if and only if X and Z are
mutually compatible on dimensions of relevance to Y.
Organism Z effects activity Y in situation X on occasion O if and only if Z and X are
mutually compatible on dimensions of relevance to Y.
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The formalization of the organism-environment mutuality proposed by Shaw, Turvey and
Mace (1982)—in particular, its reliance on specificity and informationL—is intended to apply to
all living things (e.g., Turvey, 2015; Turvey & Shaw, 1995). Thus, the conceptual linkage
between the perception-action coupling entailed in organism-environment mutuality makes
explicit how the coupling of informationL (perception) to energy (action) might occur in a
principled way for any system at the ecological scale in the pursuit of satisfying the natural goal
of energy dissipation (Swenson & Turvey, 1991). Notice here, that the move was to treat
information in ecological-physics terms in a similar way to energy. This means describing
information in terms of a structured array or gradient that constrains behavior in the way
potential energy gradients constrain the trajectory of a particle in classical mechanics. In
addition, informational gradients can also drive the self-organized assembly of DF towards
specific ends. This avoids the attribution of mystical powers to explain epistemic contact and
anchors it in the informational linkage between organisms and environments. In other words, it
makes possible a psychology of direct perception, as Gibson advocated.
The key insight, then, is that reinterpreting an epistemic agent in terms of ecological physics
comes with the same features that dissipative structures benefit from. That is, the very energy
gradient that the system tries to dissipate drives its organization towards the dissipation that is, in
a sense, “for free.” What is required is modeling agents as particles with complex interiors made
of many DF interacting in non-linear ways (Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980).
Applying these notions to the problems encountered by students of movement coordination
was a way to find some resolution to the DF problem posed by Bernstein. Specifically, the DF
are reduced by means of self-organizing regimes that impose a downward causation on the DF
that gave rise to the emerging structure. Indeed, drawing from Haken’s school of synergetics,
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and Kelso’s coupled oscillator modeling, now-classic experiments on bi-manual coordination of
swinging pendulums (e.g., Turvey, Rosenblum, Schmidt & Kugler, 1986; Amazeen, 2002)
showed how coordinative structures evolved to new higher-order patterns of organization
exhibiting typical hallmarks of dissipative structures: 1) soft-assembled systems (flexibility); 2)
downward causation constraining the DF that gave rise to the current structure; 3) new patterns
emerging; viz, the periodic alternation of state parameters observed for instance, all show the
properties of a steady state attractor and flexibility associated with the dissipative structures; and
4) long-range communication among the DF of the system; there can be functional
compensations when required. In other words, through the concept of coordinative structures
(Kay, Kelso, Saltzman, & Schöner 1987; Turvey, 1977), the thermodynamic concept of
dissipative structure is fundamentally linked to that of a synergy from the Russian school, or
tradition initiated by Bernstein and applied to motor control (Bernstein, 1996; Kelso, 2009;
Latash, 2008).
Following Turvey’s suggestion (1990) that coordinative structures could actually emerge in
collective settings across multiple different individuals (Turvey, 1990), a battery of experiments
have demonstrated that the dynamics of the HKB oscillatory coupling are reproduced in visually
coupled dyads (Amazeen, 2002; Schmidt, Carello & Turvey, 1990) and groups of individuals
(Richardson, Marsh, Isenhower, Goodman, & Schmidt, 2007). For present purposes, such results
have established that the same theoretical framework can be productively extended to the study
of collective phenomena. This point is central to the motivation of this dissertation, which
attempts an extension of an analysis in terms of coordinative structures to a phenomenon of
collective coordination exemplified by the game of football.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the understanding of the game of football from principles
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of the masters of the FCB style, combined with principles from ecological physics that motivate
the experimental design.
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Chapter 2
General concepts of Ecological Physics in Football
In football, the dynamics of two coupled fluid collectives of individuals (i.e., twenty-two
players on two teams) and its higher-order invariants engendered lawfully by the spatial layout
(i.e., playing area), as well as rule-based contexts, define one of the richest settings that one can
encounter at the ecological scale. Any form of collective behavior, including the complex
interactions we see in team sports such as football, take place at the ecological scale. And this is
the scale that entails the organism-environment mutuality advocated by Gibson when invoking
ecological physics (Gibson, 1979; Turvey, 1992).
In the early 1980s, proponents of ecological psychology were confronting the implications
of positioning it as a physical psychology (Carello & Michaels, 1981; Shaw, et al., 1982).
Around that same time, one of the greatest geniuses in football history, player and coach Johan
Cruyff, observed that: “Technique is not being able to juggle a ball 1000 times. Anyone can do
that by practicing. Then you can work in the circus. Technique is passing the ball with one touch,
with the right speed at the right foot of your teammate” (cited in Baker, 2012, p.122; emphasis
added). Cruyff’s words implicate informationL in the game of football. His assertion entails a
constant combination of body, action, and socially scaled affordances (Fajen, Riley, & Turvey,
2009). This suggest compelling reasons to consider phenomena such as the game of football to
be of a physical nature, essentially rate (Pattee, 1977) and energy dependent (Kondepudi, 2008;
Kondepudi & Prigogine, 2012). Indeed, the very task of football players is to locomote at the
right pace in the right direction and apply forces of the right magnitude and direction to the ball.
The “right” qualifier here adds a normative component which implies an epistemic dimension of
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knowing the rules of the game, as well as the state and evolution of the surroundings. Hence, the
task of football is fundamentally intentional, in a sense, derived from the ontology set by
ecological physics. That is, the game as a system consists of individuals who are informationally
coupled, in the sense derived from the epistemology of ecological physics, and so constrained as
to ensure the proper coordination between them through mechanical action on the environment.
From Eco-physics to Football (and vice versa)
Similar conclusions have been drawn in recent years by two coaches who are passionate
students of the game. Francisco Seirul.lo and Joan Vilà have spent most of their careers at FCB.
During the last 40 years or so, they have pioneered training methodologies that, beyond
successes at the sport level, have generated huge interest in different intellectual communities:
movement science, economics, and even engineering and telecommunications. It is no
coincidence that behind names that mark a before and after in the history of the evolution of
tactical football (e.g., Johan Cruyff, Pep Guardiola, Xavi Hernández), the figures of Seirul·lo and
Vilà have always been present.
The intellectual efforts of Seirul·lo focused on a better understanding of the game to
optimize team athletes’ performance. I would argue that what Seirul.lo realized a few decades
ago concerns the ontological nature of football, how the properties of being and relations among
the components of the team qua system required a different coaching methodology from the
traditional one. And these efforts began as early as some of his publications back in the seventies
when talking about rhythm in team sports (Seirul·lo, 1975) or synergetics and training (Seirul·lo,
1976). He was quite an outlier compared to his contemporaries within the coaching scene (and
even in the scientific domain). Thus, Seirul·lo’s approach, rather than focusing on the cultivation
of the body separate from the mind, considered each component as a human athlete composed of
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different structures (e.g., cognitive, physical, coordinative, etc.). Through training, these
structures can achieve self-ordering at a higher-order level which allows them to be tuned to the
specific conditions of each game. Seirul.lo called this process self-confirmation and it
corresponds more or less to the enactive idea of autopoiesis.
Seirul.lo’s approach is mostly pragmatic. He considers the beginning state of a player as one
of not having reached yet the full actualization of their potential of the sport (environment).
Through what he called “structural training” players learn how to function optimally in particular
game situations. From his point of view as a coach, what matters is functional enrichment,
through training and learning during player performance. A process that Seirul.lo calls selfoptimization can be understood as a dissipative structure becoming more functional and striving
towards more energy dissipation and entropy production. His structural training theory, now
detailed in Seirul·lo (2018), was a breakthrough in coaching and related scientific communities.
The advocated paradigm shift has contributed to the success of the playing style most closely
associated with FCB, in particular, the ability of its players to attune to the relevant informational
variables of the game and the commensurability of those with their action capabilities.
The enterprise of gathering and systematizing this knowledge was embraced by Joan Vilà, a
long-time associate of FCB as a player in the grassroots system as well as on the first team;
coaching the grassroots and youth teams; and, since 2010, Methodological Director together with
Seirul.lo. Vilà’s intellectual efforts focused on tactical comprehension of the game. What he
realized was that the epistemology of the game could be identified, classified, and implemented
in training. By identifying recurrent events with a particular meaning at the ecological scale—the
scale where the game as a system is manifested—Vilà has parceled the game analytically such
that there is no single space-time event that has no meaning and intention given the ontology of
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the game. Even more importantly, Vilà mastered a coaching methodology that allows these
epistemological events, the tactical fundamentals of the game, to be transmitted to players. A key
aspect of this coaching methodology is work on perceptually oriented tasks to emphasize the
pick-up of information during game play. In Gibsonian terms, we might say that Vilà considers
the football player as a perceptual system, and not just visual but haptic as well. His
methodology trains players to optimize their exploratory behaviors for the pick-up of
information about affordances.
Vilà’s methodology was, perhaps, best embodied by Xavi Hernández, a player considered
by some to be the premier midfielder of all time. Xavi’s exploratory behavior is legendary
(Lyttleton, 2017). Indeed, Catalan TV once tracked Xavi’s perceptual behavior for a whole
game, counting a total of 804 times that Xavi looked at his surroundings before receiving or
making a pass. Under such anticipatory circumstances, Xavi has been reported to employ 33%
more scans/sec than the highest elite players in the English Premier League (Hall, June 2019;
Jordet, Bloomfield, & Heijmerikx, 2013). Upon retiring from FCB, Xavi credited Vilà for his
success: “You taught me everything, you changed the way I play, and helped me to understand
the game” (Xavi Hernández, June 3rd, 2015).
The Attack-Defense Dualism
Ecological research seeks to understand fundamental laws of the system under study. What
does this mean when the system under study is the game of football? The search is facilitated by
the predilections of Seirul·lo and Vilà who intuitively embraced a kind of eco-physics. Here we
will distill some of the key concepts, many of which have been conveyed as personal
communications over the past eight years.
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Traditionally, the game of football has been regarded as one in which the team in control of
the ball attacks one of the goals while the team not in control of the ball defends the other goal. If
an attacking phase results in a goal scored, the outcome is positive; correspondingly, if the
defensive phase results in a goal not being scored, the outcome is positive (Figure 1). Although
this may seem obvious and illustrative of the whole purpose of the game, this characterization
would be disputed by Seirul·lo and Vilà. They argue that this perspective divides the game into
two ontological entities separate from the act of playing. In other words, the traditional
conception of the game promotes a dualism that undermines attempts to study the game of
football in a principled way. The separation of the act of attacking from the act of defending
results in the need to have specialized behaviors for each of the phases. Players whose roles
relate to scoring goals are implicitly encouraged to attune to a particular static environmental
property, viz., the opponents’ goal. When that team makes the transition to the defensive phase,
another set of players assume responsibility, becoming attuned to a different static environmental
property viz., their own goal. Seirul·lo and Vilà argue that this comprehension of the game
dampens creativity and innovation. It focuses the game on having a good defensive strategy, with
a collection of players packaged with the right set of skills to defend, and an attacking strategy
with a collection of players with the right set of skills to attack. This is reminiscent of the one-toone correspondence between structure and function that characterized the mechanistic
approaches described in Chapter 1, approaches that missed the rich emergent behavioral flows
that can only take place in organic impredicative systems (cf. Rosen, 1991).
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Figure 1. The Attack-Defense Dualism in Football.
It is also reminiscent of the dualism between organism and environment that Gibson (1979)
found objectionable. Seirul·lo and Vilà also realized that dualism was a problem. In their case,
the traditional perspective on football separates the act of playing into two different entities.
Their solution was an approach in which the ball is the element to which all players attune,
thereby coupling the two phases—being in possession of the ball and attempting to recover the
ball—into what actually is a whole. The static environmental properties do not drive the
dynamics of the game; the teams’ self-organization emerges from the epicenter at the ball. This
reconceptualization, in essence, “ecologized” the way to comprehend football. Moreover, it
constituted a paradigm shift in which new behaviors were apparent to even non-experts:
… they (FCB) have redefined the way the game is played and caused the
entire football world—from coaches of children’s teams to the technical staff
of the biggest clubs on the planet—to return to the drawing board and
reconsider their most basic premises…What Barcelona have done is to invent a
new language, or what Cesc Fábregas, since his arrival from Arsenal this
season, has described as the Guardiola “software” (Robinson & Carlin, 2010).
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What people witnessed with that style of play was a new ontology of the game of football. It
was Gruber (1993) who discussed the meaning of ontology.
In the context of knowledge sharing, I use the term ontology to mean a
specification of a conceptualization. That is, an ontology is a description (like
a formal specification of a program) of the concepts and relationships that can
exist for an agent or a community of agents. This definition is consistent with
the usage of ontology as set-of-concept-definitions, but more general. And it is
certainly a different sense of the word than its use in philosophy. Practically,
an ontological commitment is an agreement to use a vocabulary (i.e., ask
queries and make assertions) in a way that is consistent (but not complete) with
respect to the theory specified by an ontology. We build agents that commit to
ontologies. We design ontologies so we can share knowledge with and among
these agents (Gruber, 1993).
And this is exactly what Seirul·lo and Vilà practiced in their training of the players that
made FBC great for so long.
With this in mind, the current dissertation tests the characterization of the ball as the actual
epicenter of the game that modulates the contextual behavior of every single player on the field
akin to a synergetic control parameter (i.e., a parameter that induces a bifurcation at a critical
parameter value resulting in new qualitative states) in a system of equations (cf. Haken, 1977),
that is, it serves as a kind of independent variable whose manipulation has (often nonlinear)
consequences for collective behavior.
From C-SOFI to Football
One implication of ecological psychology’s emphasis on a physically grounded law-based
approach to perceiving and acting is that it is not limited to biological systems (Turvey &
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Carello, 2012). Recent experimental efforts have been directed at physical intelligence, enddirected behaviors outside of the kingdom Animalia. These attempt to bridge the divide between
psychological and physical principles by employing experimental methods and metrics that show
how the self-organizing activity of living and non-living systems may be quantified and
understood in commensurate terms (e.g., Satterwhite-Warden, Kondepudi, Dixon, & Rusling,
2015). To this end, a system in which the organic compound Benzoquinone (BQ) dissolves on
the surface of water has allowed a significant variety of motion behaviors to be observed. This
so-called Chemical Self-Organized Foraging Implementation, or C-SOFI, performs spontaneous
self-motion due to the interfacial forces generated by their own dissolution into the fluid as a
result of changes in temperature. The change of phase that takes place during BQ dissolution has
several important consequences, in particular, being responsible for the motion of the particle
itself. But more importantly, because of radial diffusion in the fluid, when other BQ particles are
present their individual dissolution rates and patterns result in a complex interfacial force field
which can lead towards emergent collective patterns of attraction and/or repulsion such as
flocking, swarming, and so on. (Satterwhite-Warden et al., 2015). This approach leverages traits
shared by most Non-Equilibrium Self-Organizing Systems (NESOSs) where flocking behavior
emerges from the combination of endogenous and exogenous processes (Davis, Kondepudi, Kay,
& Dixon, 2016), including: the transfer of energy from source to sink; a catalyst that initiates or
increases the rate of dissipation (Satterwhite-Warden et al., 2015); and end-directedness—these
systems are intentional in the sense that their organization serves to bring about certain states,
typically maximizing the rate of entropy production (MREP) (Kondepudi, & Prigogine, 2012;
Kondepudi, Kay & Dixon, 2015; Nicolis, & Prigogine, 1977).
This project thus combines principles from dissipative systems theory (Chapter 1) with the
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new ontology of football (Chapter 2). The experimental goal was to ensure conditions relatively
analogous to the C-SOFI model system in a human-based activity such as the game of football.
Establishing such a bridge between chemical and social systems through generic
(thermo)dynamical principles will facilitate the testing of a Behavioral Self-Organized Foraging
Implementation, or B-SOFI, under similar conditions to the C-SOFI. This would demonstrate the
feasibility of a paradigm to study information systems with the same generic dynamical
principles based on the dissipation of potentials (Haken, 1977). While no information is
exploited by the chemical components in the model system of BQ disks, football players do
exploit higher-order information available and relevant to them and that will be tested according
to common traits of NESOSs. This would allow for showing the possibility that inter-personal
coordination (or any other type of biological collective motion) and flocking behavior in BQ or
other physical/chemical systems do abide by similar generic dynamical principles. Indeed, while
“simple” chemical particles on the one side could be considered on the bottom extreme of the
collective behavior spectrum, humans (highly skilled and professional players) on the other,
could be considered on the top extreme.
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Figure 2. The experimental paradigm. On the left side, there is an overview of the BQ
system (C-SOFI) composed of a petri dish (boundaries) with aqueous NaCl with “Flocking” BQ
particles and a hot probe (catalyst). On the right, the football system (B-SOFI) with the
analogous terms but applied to the case of football.
By choosing the game of football to implement the B-SOFI, however, a simpler and reduced
experimental setting had to be devised. Indeed, the authentic game of football possesses too
many particular rules and constraints to easily reproduce the model system (i.e., C-SOFI). In
particular, the existence of goals and the rules of the game adds further challenges to the
modeling of the system when compared to C-SOFI. This does not mean that all aspects of ballplaying were discarded. It was still possible to establish an analogy to reduced forms of football
where teams and players engage with a ball, albeit lacking the purpose of scoring goals. Such a
reduced version had to still make the case for a strong analogy between “low-level” and “highlevel” systems and should pave the way for a possibly more complete connection.
Project: The Rondo
Rondo is a training drill used in football by elite clubs as well as amateur teams. It is popular
because, as Cruyff asserted, “Everything that goes on in a match, except shooting, you can do in
a rondo” (Townsend, 2014). The rondo drill consists of multiple players forming a circle around
some smaller set of interior players. The players on the perimeter of the circle pass the ball
amongst themselves, trying to keep it away from the players on the interior. The present research
focuses on the dynamics of two interior players performing the rondo. In particular, they were
studied as a dissipative structure to better understand their influence on entropy production.
Three experiments were carried out in this experimental setting trying to emulate similar
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conditions to those in the C-SOFI experiments. To achieve this, a few analogies were made.
First, under the tenet that the ball works as a catalyzer (i.e., hot probe in the BQ experiments)
because it functions to change the local energetics, manipulations involved changes in this
control variable. There are compelling reasons to think that in football, the role of catalyzer is
played by the ball itself. For example, as has been strongly suggested in López-Felip, Davis,
Frank, & Dixon (2018), the ball’s position during a game of football is directly correlated to a
measure of global entropy manifested in the synchronization between the player-goal angles of
members of the same team. Thus, by manipulating this control variable the effect of the ball on
the non-linear changes in a player’s organization towards maximum rate of entropy production
(MREP) should be observed. Furthermore, an important shared aspect between football and the
model system is the energetic autonomy of the components. As components of a football
collective, human individuals propel themselves most often against the force fields in which they
are embedded such as gravity. Without a similar kind of autonomy, the analogy would not stand.
BQ particles possess a tolerable degree of autonomy in that sense, given the self-propelling
capacity. However, the crucial difference is that BQ particles, although capable of motion
through degradation of their own intrinsic free energy, are still driven by interactions with the
surrounding force fields directly. Humans on the other hand are sensitive to a second order field,
viz., information, which typically implies lower energy and is thus incapable of moving the
entire mass of a human being (Shaw & Kinsella-Shaw, 2007). The coupling between information
and the internal free-energy is responsible for motion, whereas the BQ system results from
energetic interactions of commensurate magnitudes. Nevertheless, the fact that the gradients are
informational in one case does not preclude dynamical principles from being operating in
analogous ways. Therefore, manipulations on the control variable (i.e., ball possession time)
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should result in different modes of potential gradient dissipation for players to act so as to
dissipate a potential gradient (informationL) catalyzed by the ball. Subsequently, the enddirectness of the system also resulted in changes on the way in which players perceive and act to
accomplish the goal of the task– intentionality.
Linking the dynamics of a purely chemical system such as C-SOFI to the dynamics of a
system many levels of organization above, like the human based rondo, can only be possible if
the aforementioned considerations about generic thermodynamic properties hold. As mentioned
in Chapter 1, applying these principles to the chemical system is part of the ordinary, yet serious
way in which science deals with natural phenomena. It is by the same principles that we may
also treat phenomena like the one taken place in the game of rondo equally seriously. Indeed,
insofar as the two systems are complex, and thus, self-organize in so many non-linear ways, they
must be commensurate with each other despite occupying two extrema of a continuum of levels
of organization. Therefore, not only can modeling of the chemical system inspire modeling of the
human system, but the opposite can also work, if one takes seriously the tenets of ecological
psychology (e.g., Hume’s touchstone) according to which nothing is special about human beings
when it comes to perception-action and even the simplest of organisms engage in complex
perception-action dynamics.
Thus, the purpose of this dissertation was to demonstrate the feasibility of a paradigm to
study collective behavior in football from the theory of dissipative structures. Providing such
empirical-based evidence for a sound theoretical and methodological paradigm is key to pursue
future experimental testing across scales (from BQ to Football). Thus, in this dissertation, the
most challenging issues that were addressed to bridge such an analogy between the two systems
are methodological.
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Chapter 3
EXPERIMENT 1: Identifying Individual roles underlying the collective dynamics
While the goal of the task for the interior players is clear, i.e., to recover the ball, the
strategy behind their dynamics is not. Experiment 1, thus, was aimed at identifying different
collective behavioral modes that emerge due to task constraints. Insofar as the dyadic dissipative
structure of the football system evolves along dynamical regimes, collective behaviors that tend
towards a limited number of distinguishable global modes should be observed. Based on some
preliminary data previously collected as part of a pilot test, it was identified that on some
occasions the interior players may assume different roles in order to accomplish the goal of the
task. In one configuration, players employ a side-by-side mode, such that the two players act in
parallel to each other, sharing the exact same functional role (i.e., pressing or covering). In the
other configuration, typically when there is an increase in the number of touches, players start
exhibiting a dual-role mode in which they adopt different roles. One of the players will pressure
the possessor while the other remains in the middle, positioning himself to anticipate and
intercept the next pass.
From these preliminary considerations, the goal of Experiment 1 was to assess whether
different roles of the interior players obey different behavioral strategies to recover the ball. For
instance, it was expected that distance of the interior players relative to the ball might predict
their role during the possession phases. Here, the possession phase was the time window in
which any outside player was in possession of the ball. A possession phase was defined as the
time from which the ball traveled from the previous possessor to the time when the current
possessor released it. From the above reasoning, regarding the distance of each interior player to
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the ball, the following hypothesis was generated.
Hypothesis 1. An interior player acting as a presser should decrease the distance relative to
the possessor more than the other interior player, the cover.
If these differentiated roles emerged due to the task constraints, there must be a set of
variables to which interior players are attuned relative to their current location from the ball.
Thus, a second question this experiment aimed to answer was: Do the underlying individual
dynamics of the presser and cover obey the presence of specific attractors and repellors? Fajen
and Warren (2003), based on a somewhat intuitive 2nd order system (mass-spring model),
showed how the strength of attractors and repellors can be measured as a function of the
difference between heading angles (i.e., going toward) and goal angles (i.e., reference point).
This was achieved, simply including a set of three terms (goal; obstacle; and damping) and four
ordinary differential equations (ODE), one for each state (angle !, angle change ϕ̇, $ and %).
From this overarching question, another set of hypotheses was generated.
Hypothesis 2. The heading error of the presser, that is, the deviation of heading (viz, going
toward) angle and goal angle, should decrease from START to END of a possession phase. This
would confirm that the current possessor acts as an attractor to the presser.
Hypothesis 3. The heading error of the cover player should be greater than the one of the
presser.
Confirmation of hypothesis 1 would indicate that the physical variable distance specifies the
functional role that players had to undertake. Confirmation of hypotheses 2 and 3 would indicate
that the dynamics of the system (i.e., the dyad of interior players) can be described in terms of
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the difference between heading and goal angle (which will be labeled heading “error”) for both
interior players (i.e., presser and cover).
Method
Participants
Eight highly skilled male football players from the second and third teams of FCB
volunteered to participate as part of their training. FCB has an active scientific methodology
program in which players are routinely monitored during training. The University of Connecticut
Institutional Review Board approved all recruitment and experimental procedures. Written
informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to the start of the data collection.
All participants were professional football players by the time of data collection with 5 to 10
years of experience (~ 10,000 hours of practice), which qualified them as experts in football
(Farrow, Baker & MacMahon, 2008; Williams & Ford, 2009). This criterion minimized any
potential issues due to learning effects or failure to understand the task or coaching instructions.
Materials and Facilities
Location. Experiments were conducted at the Ciutat Esportiva Joan Gamper, which is the
training ground and academy base of the Catalan football club FCB.
Camera-based system. The training grounds are all equipped with a multiple video-camera
system that was used to automatically record experiments (Pixelllot, Petach Tikva, Israel). In
addition, a camera (SONY XA20) with a recording format of 4K pixels is used by the club to
record training and matches of their teams. This was also mounted on a central stand about 2 m
above the ground and in line with the center of the field. It is managed by an operator who sets it
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up in a position that captures all of the participants moving within the frame.
Global Positioning System (GPS). In addition, each of the players was equipped with a
wearable player tracking system (WIMU, RealTrackSystems, Almería, Spain). These GPS
devices reliably capture positional raw data (2D) based on the latitude and longitude positions of
all players with a sampling rate of 10 Hz (Bastida, Gómez, De la cruz & Pino, 2018). The
beginning and end of the trials in the GPS time series were marked with a clicker controlled by
the experimenter.
Football specific equipment. Five footballs were used to carry out the rondos, with four
cones to delimit the space of the task. In Experiment 1, this was a circle with radius ~ 3 m.
FCB technical staff. The technical staff of the third team at FCB was also on the field to
ensure that all technology-based equipment worked as usual and that balls were always available
to avoid interruptions in the data collection. During data collection, players were encouraged to
perform at the best of their abilities.
Design and Procedures
Participants were randomly assigned into dyads for this experiment resulting in a total of
four pairs. Each pair was given a jersey color (red, blue, yellow and green) to easily distinguish
them during gameplay and for subsequent video-analysis. The experimenter described the
experiment to the players, highlighting his interest in the dyadic interactions of the two players
on the interior of the rondo circle. Those pairs acting as interior players were instructed to
recover the ball as fast as possible; outside players (i.e., those making up the circle) were
instructed to keep it as long as they could. In addition, outside players were instructed to take a
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particular number of touches of the ball, a standard way to increase or decrease their speed of
play (more touches slow the speed of play). So, when an outside player received the ball, he was
not to pass it until he had touched it N times with his feet. The speed of play induced by the 1touch or 2-touch instruction was the main independent variable in this experiment.
The 1-touch condition served as a baseline. Under this condition, 10 trials were performed
by each pair, divided in two series of five trials each, for a total of 40 trials. The 2-touches
condition was the experimental condition. The number of touches was increased to two as a way
to increase the amount of time that an outside player was in possession of the ball. As in the
baseline condition, each pair performed two series of five trials each, for a total of 40 trials.
In both conditions, a trial began on a signal from the experimenter to one of the exterior
players who then passed the ball. The play started on that first pass, and ended when: 1) the
interior players intercepted the ball; 2) there was an errant pass resulting in the ball leaving the
circle; or 3) one of the outside players took a different number of ball touches than that required
by the experimental condition. At the end of each trial, 20 sec passed before the next trial began.
Interior and outside players were instructed to stay in their positions during this time, resting
until the next trial. The ball was kept by a member of the coaching staff. Then, a trial begins
when one of the outside players passed the ball.
The object of study for the 80 total trials was all underlying events, such as the possession
phases. Recall that a possession phase was defined as the time that it took the ball to move from
the current possessor to the next one. Hence, for every single one of these events (i.e., possession
phases) the actual outcome (behavioral mode) could change. This means that although the design
of this experiment was supposed to have 40 trials per condition (i.e., a total of 80 trials), the
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actual object of study resulted in as many units of measurement as there were number of
possession phases within in each trial.
Data Management
See the Appendix A for details of how the data were extracted from GPS and video.
Analyses were conducted on the following derived variables:
Trial Number. Annotation of the number of the trials on the csv file was done by the main
experimenter visually inspecting the video for an interception, an errant pass, or deviation from
the instructed number of touches.
Trial Condition. Trial condition was indicated on the csv files based on the manipulations
of number of touches.
Player Identification. The video was used to identify all players by matching each player’s
ID according to their GPS number used in the data collection session with the jersey color they
were assigned before data collection.
Ball Status. Ball positional data were obtained by associating the ball with the
corresponding positional values of the player who was considered to be currently in possession
of the ball. For those instances in which the ball was traveling from one player to another, its
trajectories were interpolated according to Equation 1:
%& = )*+,-,*. 1
%0 = )*+,-,*. 2
$& = 2,34 1
$0 = 2,34 2
5 = )65%47 8
9 = )5%47 :
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% = %& + ($ − $& ) ∗

(@A B @C )
(DA BDC )

,

(1)

where a is Player A, b is Player B, ya is Position 1, yb is Position 2, xa is Position 1, and xb is
Position 2. For the two players involved in a pass (i.e., passer and receiver), $& and $0 denote the
points on the $ axis (in a Cartesian plane) and %& and %0 denote the corresponding points on the
% axis. Once the unknown path from two discrete points was calculated, the time series of ball
locations was combined with players’ positional data frame.
The Collective Behavioral Modes. As noted earlier, the collective behavioral modes—
dual-role or side-by-side—correspond to particular functional and purposeful actions by the dyad
of interior players. The modes emerge strategically according to the demands of gameplay. The
experimenter conducted a frame by frame visual inspection of the video, assessing and coding
the collective behavioral modes during each possession phase in according to the following
criteria:
Side-by-side mode. (1) Interior players must be intentionally performing the same functional
role. That is, both need to be either pressuring the ball or covering the space. (2) Most of the
time, the geometrical configuration of the interior players will require that they stand in a parallel
configuration (i.e., side-by-side). Nevertheless, there can be instances in which players can be in
an orthogonal configuration but still be performing the same functional and intentional action
(pressuring the ball or covering the space).
Dual-role mode. The label “dual” is used in the mathematical sense that defines relations in
a one-to-one fashion such that if the dual of A is B, then the dual of B is A. For present purposes,
the dual-role mode refers to the necessary relation between the players of the dyad having two
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differentiated roles: (1) Interior players must be intentionally performing different functional
roles, namely, while one player is pressuring the ball (aka, the presser) the other is covering the
space (aka, the cover). (2) Most of the time, the geometrical configuration of the interior players
requires them to be at different heights within the circle (e.g., one might be on a diameter while
the other is on a shorter albeit parallel chord) and at varying distances from each other.
Nevertheless, there can be instances in which players can be physically side by side (within a
certain range of displacement), but still be performing different functional and intentional actions
(pressuring the ball and covering the space).
Data Analysis
After all GPS data and event data annotated through video-analysis were processed, the
following variables were generated to run the analyses:
Ball Distance. Distances between the interior players’ positions and the current possessor of
the ball (outside player) were calculated. That is, the position of the player in possession of the
ball was taken as a reference point from which to subtract the distance from the two interior
players (see Equation 2). This was computed in two temporal instances: 1) at the first-time step
in which the possessor received the ball; and 2) at the last time step in which he released it. Thus,
two new variables were created for each interior player called 9566HIJKLM where i specifies the
identification number of the interior player and j specifies the moment of the possession phase in
which the distance was taken (i.e., 1 = beginning of time window and 2 = end of the time
window).
H,+-5.N4 = O(%P − %Q )P + ($P − $Q )P

(2)
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Presser Distance. The distance of the presser relative to the current ball possessor
calculated at the beginning and end of a possession phase using Equation 2.
Cover Distance. The distance of the player in the cover role relative to the current ball
possessor, calculated at the beginning and end of a possession phase using Equation 2.
Time of possession phases. The length of time for each ball-possession phase was
calculated. This was defined from the first-time step in which the previous possessor released the
ball to the last time step in which the current possessor released the ball. That is, the time when
the ball was in motion was considered as part of the following possession, rather than the
previous possession. This is because during the time in which the ball traveled from player to
player, the interior players moved relative to the upcoming possessor and their intentional actions
were relative to the final state in which the receiver was located rather than the player that passed
the ball.
Heading error of the presser. Emergence of a dual-role mode was expected when an
interior player at a shorter distance from the current ball possessor decided to put pressure on the
ball. To capture the action of pressuring across all possession phases of a trial, another variable
to be analyzed was the ℎ45S,.T 477*7 (U) of the closer interior player relative to the current
possessor. With this variable, it was aimed to identify whether a player reduces his
ℎ45S,.T 477*7 (U) (i.e., difference between ℎ45S,.T − ! and T*56 5.T64 − VW ). This
measure was inspired by the behavioral dynamics model from Fajen and Warren (2003) where
an agent steering towards a goal reduces the difference between the heading - ! and the
T*56 5.T64 − VW . In essence, this measure indicates the strength of the attractor. Following the
same logic, a decrease of heading error from the start to the end of a possession phase should
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indicate that the presser moves towards the current ball possessor to recover the ball.
To obtain these variables, the ℎ45S,.T 477*7 (U) of the interior player identified as the
presser was calculated in two instances, at the beginning and at the end of a possession phase.
Thus, these two new variables define an angular relationship for the role of presser, called
ℎ45S,.T 477*7YZ[\\LM , given by Equation 3:
βJ^ = _! − VW `,

(3)

where i specifies the identification number of the interior player and j specifies the moment of
the possession phase in which the heading error was taken (i.e., 1 = beginning of time window
and 2 = end of the time window).
The heading ! was calculated according to Equation 4:
fg

ϕab = tan-Q efnhijklm o
hijklm

(4)

The T*56 5.T64 VW was defined relative to the location ($, %) of the current possessor
according to Equation 5. It was assumed to remain in a fixed position for the entire time window
of the possession phase:
gstji -ghijklmu

ψr = tan-Q en

stji -nhijklmu

o

(5)

Heading error of the cover is the difference between heading and goal angle relative to the
cover player (see Equation 3).
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Results
This experiment was aimed at assessing the behavior modes employed by the two interior
players so as to recover the ball during a rondo. Basic descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1.
Recall that the number of ball touches required of outside players was manipulated in order to
increase the time of each possession phase. This manipulation worked as intended: The time the
ball remained in possession of a given player increased from 1-touch to 2-touches, t(225.26) = 16.57, p < 0.001. Conversely, there were 206 possession phases for the 1-touch condition and
188 possession phases for the 2-touches condition. Relatedly, outside players successfully
completed more passes in the 1-touch than the 2-touch condition, t(188.06) = -2.91, p < .001.
Also, as might be expected, lengthening the time of possession affected the mean trial length of
each rondo, resulting in longer trials in the 2-touches condition than the 1-touch condition.
Finally, as can be seen in the last column of Table 1, the dual-role mode was more prevalent,
especially in the 2-touches condition.
Table 1
Descriptive Statistics* as a Function of Number of Touches for the Rondos of Experiment 1.

Touches

Mean Number

Total Number of

Mean Possession

Mean Trial

% Dual

Condition

of Passes

Possession Phases

Phase Length (s)

Length (s)

Mode

1

8.9

206

0.39

2.6

52

2

4.6

188

1.23

6.9

62

*All variables are measured across trials.
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Hypothesis 1: The Presser Role Should Be a Function of Distance from the Possessor
Ball distance. Table 2 shows the distances of the two interior players from the current
possessor of the ball for each possession phase across all trials, measured at the last time-step
(22) of a new possession phase. Using this so-called 22 v4-ℎ*S, the labels of presser and cover
were assigned independently of whether the players acted as expected under each of these roles
or not. Indeed, they might simply be called closer player instead of presser and further player
instead of cover.
Table 2 shows the distance relationship of each individual interior player when the interior
player closer to the ball possessor at 22 was coded as presser.
Touches

Role

Start

End

Mean Distance

Condition

1

2

Change
Presser

2.81

2.47

-0.34

Cover

4.07

4.21

0.14

Presser

3.22

3.18

-0.04

Cover

4.66

4.75

0.09

Table 2
Mean Distance (in m) from the Possessor at the Start and End of Each Possession Phase as a
Function of Role and Number of Touches Using the 22 v4-ℎ*S.
In the process of detecting individual roles such as presser and cover, we tested the use of
the 21 v4-ℎ*S (see Appendix B). However, results concluded not to be a good approach to
detect roles of interior players. In addition, the following assumptions were considered, such
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that:
) = )74++47
w = w*x47
:) = :566 )*++4++*7
21 = 2,34 1
22 = 2,34 2
8 = y.-47,*7 )65%47 8
: = y.-47,*7 )65%47 :

§

If 8 is closer to :) at 21 and A is also closer to :) at 22, then 8 is P and : is w.

§

If : is closer to :) at 21 and A is closer to :) at 22, then 8 must be ) and : must be w.

§

If 8 is closer to :) at 21 but : is closer to :) at 22, then : is ) and 8 is w.

In sum, this approach, which we call the 22 v4-ℎ*S, suggested that the player who
functioned as the presser was more likely to be the interior player closer to :) at 22.
Mean Distance Change. The mean distance change is shown in column 5 of Table 2. The
mean distance change relative to the ball possessor was evaluated in a 2 mode (side-by-side vs
dual-role mode) ´ 2 role (presser vs cover) ´ 2 touch conditions (1 vs 2) ANOVA. The
significant main effect of role, F(1, 778) = 6.57, p < .01, revealed that pressers decreased
distance from 21 to 22 (-.19) and covers increasing distance (.12). Although there was not a
main effect of number of touches, its influence was seen in the significant interaction between
role and number of touches, F(1, 778) = 4.71, p < .05. This indicates that the difference between
roles was greater for the 1-touch condition, t(194.82) = -3.41, p < .001, than for the 2-touches
condition, t(199.33) = -1.98, p < .05. Looked at in another way, although the presser reduced the
distance in both touch conditions, the decrease was larger with 1 touch than 2 touches, t(292) = 2.34 , p < 0.01, contrary to our hypothesis. The cover, in contrast, increased distance for both
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touch conditions, which did not differ significantly from one another, t < 1. There were no other
significant main effects or interactions.

Figure 3. The mean change in distance (in m.) between interior players and the possessor of
the ball is plotted for the two roles, presser and cover, as a function of role, number of touches,
and collective mode.
Further analyses were conducted to explore any differences between distance change as a
function of touches condition (1- vs 2-touches) and individual role (presser vs cover). A 2-way
ANOVA revealed a main effect of role, F(1, 782) = 13.89, p < .001. The main effect of touch
condition was not significant, F(1, 782) = 2.377, p = 0.12, but its influence was seen in the
significant interaction between role and number of touches, F(1, 782) = 4.116, p < .05.
To further explore the distance relationship between interior players and the current ball
possessor, now the analysis ignored the touches conditions and focused on the distance change of
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each individual of the dyad undertaking a different role (i.e., presser or cover) when in one of the
two collective behavioral modes (i.e., side-by-side vs dual-role mode). A 2-way ANOVA
revealed a main effect for role, F(1, 782) = 13.89, p < .001, with collective mode marginally
significant, F(1, 782) = 3.727, p = .053).
Hypothesis 2: The Presser Will Align His Heading Direction with the Ball Possessor
Heading error of the presser. A subset of all those instances in which there was a dual-role
mode was generated. A 2 (1- vs 2-touches) ´ 2 (start vs end) ANOVA on heading of the presser
during dual-role mode trials (Figure 4) showed no significant effects, all Fs ≈ 1. Heading error of
the presser at the start of possession phases was compared to heading error at the end of the
possession phase. A t-test showed no significant difference in heading at the start (M = 1.45
radians, SD = 0.95) and at end (M = 1.55 radians; SD = 0.89) of the possession phases, t(294) =
0.73, p = 0.46.

Figure 4. Mean heading-error angles of the presser at the start and end of a possession phase
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as a function of touches condition and time of a possession phase limited to pressers during dualrole mode.
Hypothesis 3: Heading Angle of Cover Will Be Greater Than Heading Angle of Presser
Heading error of the cover. The heading error of the cover was hypothesized to be higher
and significantly different from the presser in those possession phases in which there was a dualrole mode.

Figure 5. Mean heading-error angle as a function of number of touches, role, and time of the
possession phase.
A Role (presser vs cover) ´ Possession Phase (start vs end) ´ Number of Touches (1- vs 2-)
ANOVA on heading angle (Figure 5) revealed a significant main effect for role, F(1, 1143) =
5.68, p < .05, with the cover’s angle being greater than the presser’s, as expected. The main
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effect for number of touches, F(1, 1143) = 29.79, p < .01, indicates larger heading angles when
the outside players used two touches. The Role ´ Possession Phase interaction, F(1, 1143) =
4.22, p < .05, suggests that the difference between the two roles was greater at the start of the
possession phase. The Number of Touches ´ Possession Phase interaction, F(1, 1143) = 8.99, p
< .01, suggests that the increase in heading angle from 1 to 2 touches was greater at the end of
the possession phase.
Results from a t-test showed that there are indeed significant differences between heading
errors of the cover and presser in the 1-touch condition, t(243) = -2.53, p < 0.05. In contrast, for
the 2-tocuhes condition, no significant differences were found.
Discussion
Experiment 1 used the setting of a rondo to identify different collective behavioral modes
that emerge due to task constraints. In particular, influences on the roles assumed by each
interior player in implementing the collective modes were examined. After possession phases
were identified as dual-role mode or side-by-side mode, results focused on two issues. One
concerned whether interior players attuned to a physical variable such as distance in establishing
the functional role (i.e., presser or cover) they undertook when trying to recover the ball. The
other considered if the goal-directed behavior of the dyad could be predicted from terms that
come from a behavioral dynamics model developed for pedestrian navigation (Fajen & Warren,
2003).
Addressing the first issue began with the assumption that the interior player closer to the
current possessor would take the role of the presser. It was then predicted that the presser would
thereafter reduce this distance when the pair was in the dual-role mode in order to put pressure
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on the current ball possessor. (In the side-by-side mode, in contrast, the two players formed a
functional unit set approximately in “parallel” sharing the same intentional role.). This was,
indeed, the case in the 1-touch condition, suggesting that the dyad self-organized according to
the informational variables used to visually identify each of the collective modes. It was not the
case, however, in the 2-touches conditions, despite the lengthier possession by an outside player
(see Table 1) providing more time to the presser to manifest his intentional role to press on the
ball by reducing his distance relative to the possessor. Moreover, the failure to confirm
Hypothesis 1 for the 2-touches condition was not explained by a higher percentage of side-byside in the 2 touches condition. Indeed, more dual-role mode was observed (last column of Table
1).
It is possible that the manipulation of number of ball touches was insufficient to see the
predicted effects for the 2-touches condition. As noted, the manipulation was intended to affect
the control parameter of the system (i.e., time of ball possession) such that an increase of the
number of touches would result in a slowdown of the play, resulting in a transition from side-byside to the more functionally-efficient dual-role mode. Based on the model system C-SOFI, an
increase of touches was considered to be analogous to an increase of temperature of the hot
probe. However, based on the results from Experiment 1 in the 2-touches condition, the presser
did not take on the role of presser reducing distance, but actually, this distance was not decreased
as much as in the 1-touch condition. That was a bit bewildering, because, despite the fact that the
presser did not act as expected in the 2-touches condition, he did so in the 1-touch condition.
Several arguments could be made here, but a reasonable one seemed to cast doubt on the
assumption that the increase number of touches had analogous effects than those observed in the
model system when increasing temperature for the BQ system. Since outside players were
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extremely skilled, having an extra touch, even in such a small circle with a 6m. diameter, gave
them a myriad of possibilities in how to manage ball possession and open up passing lines of
their convenience. Furthermore, the fact that interior players were aware of the 2-touches
condition it is very likely that the presser acted to minimize the open space, rather than tackling
the ball possessor directly every single time, so as to be more task and energy efficient.
Nevertheless, the 1-touch condition suggested that the two interior players adopt different
intentional roles in the dual. While the cover clearly positioned himself so as to cover the space,
the presser positioned himself so as to cover the current possessor. However, an unexpected
phenomenon was observed for the 2-touches condition. That led to the speculation that perhaps
an increase of the task space, which would result in longer possession phases as well as larger
distances to either cover spaces or press on the ball, would result in an increase of the control
parameter (i.e., the time in which the ball remains in the same spot) which, in turn might clarify
how the presser used distance to press the ball possessor.
The second issue addressed in Experiment 1 was whether the behavioral dynamics model
developed for pedestrian navigation (Fajen & Warren, 2003) was relevant to the system under
study here, namely, the dyad of interior players. In particular, could the present behavioral
dynamics be understood via a set of two behavioral terms, ℎ45S,.T − ! and T*56 5.T64 − VW .
Assuming these two quantities are relevant informational variables that players use in the control
laws they adopt, changes in these variables should predict goal-directed behavior of the dyad.
First, the goal angle was defined as the angular relationship between the interior players and the
current ball possessor. Hence, for every new possession phase, there was a new goal set at the 2D position ($ and %) of the current ball possessor. This angular relationship between presser and
possessor was taken at the beginning and end of each possession phase within a trial. Second,
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Hypothesis 2 predicted that the ℎ45S,.T 477*7 (U) (i.e., difference between ℎ45S,.T − ! and
T*56 5.T64 − VW ) at the beginning of a possession phase would be greater than the
ℎ45S,.T 477*7 (U) at the end of the same possession phase. In other words, the presser would
intentionally act upon the current ball possessor in a way that his well-intentioned actions would
be captured by minimizing such angle. This would have confirmed that the current possessor
acted as an attractor to the presser, as much as the hot probe is an attractor to the BQ disks.
Results after testing Hypothesis 2 showed that there were no significant differences between
the heading error values at the beginning and end of a possession for the heading error of the
presser in those observations in which there was only a dual-role mode. However, the trend for
the 1-touch condition in terms of heading error of the presser was exactly opposite from that of
the 2-touch condition. That is, while in the 1-touch condition the heading error decreased from
the beginning to the end of a possession phase, in the 2-touches condition, the heading error of
the presser increased. Again, very much like the results from Hypothesis 1, the results when
testing Hypothesis 2 confirmed the expected behaviors for the 1-touch condition, but not for the
2-touches condition. Thus, along the same lines as Hypothesis 1, where distance of the presser
did not decrease as expected, here, the heading error increased and did not decrease as expected.
For the 2-touches condition, the results did not confirm our hypotheses, but they did for the 1touch condition.
Given these results, the tentative hypothesis that our conceptual assumption worked in the
opposite direction was strengthening. In other words, initially it was conceptualized that when
the ball remained for longer periods of time on the same location (a player in possession of the
ball), interior players would be more attracted to it, just like the increase of temperature of the
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hot probe in the BQ system. However, results for the 2-touches condition were not supporting
this thesis.
Despite this, Hypothesis 3 did show that the cover actually had a higher heading angle than
the presser across possession phases as hypothesized. This hypothesis was confirmed after
running a post-hoc analysis on the main effect for roles. In the 1-touch condition the differences
between heading errors of the cover and presser were significantly different.
Given the results from Experiment 1, important issues for the next experiments were: 1) to
test whether an increase of the task space could confirm or refute our initial assumption about the
control parameter (i.e., time in which the ball remains in the same location); and 2) explore how
the dynamics underlying such collective modes could be captured.
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Chapter 4
EXPERIMENT 2: Effects of the control variable on the collective dynamics
The goal of Experiment 2 was to find those variables in the rondo task that induced changes
in the overall behavior of the system in a systematic manner. As in Experiment 1 where the
number of ball touches acted as a control parameter, Experiment 2 manipulated the prescribed
circle size, with the goal of revealing how the dynamics of the dyad recovering the ball
transitioned from one collective mode to another. In other words, how do interior players act as a
dissipative structure in the service of the functional requirements that satisfy immediate goals
(e.g., recovering the ball). Indeed, by increasing the size of the rondo circle it was expected that
transitioning from one collective mode to another would be more distinct.
Based on these manipulations as well as the results from Experiment 1, hypotheses were
generated.
Hypothesis 1. It was hypothesized that the increase of the space of the task combined with
the 2-touches conditions would result in the presence of stronger attractors for the dual-role
mode. This hypothesis was addressed by re-testing all the hypotheses from Experiment 1 but
with data from Experiment 2.
Hypothesis 2. It was hypothesized that the dual-role mode would be adopted more than the
side-by-side mode. In either the larger circle or in the 2-touches condition (or in both conditions
together) should increase the success rate (i.e., percentage of interceptions) of an interior dyad.
Confirmation of these hypotheses would suggest that these collective modes can be
understood from dissipative structure theory in which the current configurations aim to be more
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functionally purposeful.
Method
Participants, Materials & Facilities, and Design & Procedures
These were all the same as in Experiment 1 with one exception: The circle radius was 6 m.
Data Management
In addition to all the steps taken in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 required one additional task.
This consisted in merging the data frames used in Experiment 1 with that generated in
Experiment 2. This way a data frame including all size (i.e., a radius ~ 3 meters vs a radius ~ 6
meters) and number of ball touches (1 vs 2 touches) manipulations were merged within the same
data frame.
Data Analysis
In addition to the variables used for and described in Experiment 1 (see below), a few
additional variables were required for Experiment 2.
Ø Ball distance
Ø Presser distance
Ø Cover distance
Ø Time of possession phases
Ø Heading error of the presser
Ø Heading error of the cover
Inter-rater reliability of collective modes. The collective behavioral modes during game
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play were also identified by coaches at FCB Academy. The results of these judgements were
contrasted with those previously rated by the experimenter for both experiments. This additional
check was intended to yield a consensus between the ratings of the behavioral modes (side-byside vs dual-role mode) and avoid sources of error.
To generate this additional variable, a group of football coaches from the FCB Academy
attended the FCB training facilities individually. Each coach was appointed at a different
time/day and upon their arrival were provided with a laptop that contained a specific set of trials
that had to be video-analyzed. The task was to manually annotate frame by frame the collective
behavioral mode the dyad was in. Prior to this task, coaches were instructed on the nature of the
collective modes and what manipulations were implemented in each of the experiments. Thus,
each coach was provided with the criteria described in Chapter 3 used for each of the collective
modes.
Centroid of the circle rondo (outside players). Taking the position of each of the outside
players and computing the mean longitude and latitude for each over time (see Equation 5)
resulted in the continuous measure of the centroid. This point could be taken as an origin from
which to model behavior of the interior players when attempting to capture the dynamics of the
role modes.
w4.-7*,S =

Q
z

∑Y|&@[ZÄQ($, %)Y|&@[Z Y}\J~J}

(5)

Distance between interior players. The distance between the two interior players as a
continuous measure across all trials was taken for all conditions using Equation 2.
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Results
This experiment was aimed at testing the differences between the emergence of the two
previously identified collective behavioral modes under the modulation of the new control
parameter, increasing the task space from a radius of approximately 3 m to one of approximately
6 m. The number of touches were also manipulated within each task space, resulting in a total of
4 conditions to be compared, 2 from Experiment 1 and 2 from Experiment 2. Table 3 provides a
summary of the results with regards to touches, number of passes, possession phase and trial
lengths:

Size of Circle

Touches

Mean Number

Total Number of

Mean Possession

Mean Trial

Radius

Condition

of passes

Possession Phases

Phases Length (s)

Length (s)

1

8.9

206

0.39

2.6

2

4.6

188

1.23

6.9

1

8.0

283

0.79

6.8

2

5.5

286

1.65

13.7

3 meters

6 meters

Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for the Rondos of Experiments 1 and 2.
Mean number of passes. The mean number of passes that were achieved by outside players
in Experiment 2 was fairly similar to Experiment 1, showing the same decreasing tendency in the
mean number of passes when moving from the 1-touch condition to the 2-touches condition.
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Total number of possession phases. When compared to the total number of possession
phases in Experiment 1 (radius ~ 3 m), it is clear that the increase of space did indeed result in
more possession phases in which interior players had to coordinate to achieve their goal.
Mean possession phases length. Manipulation of the task space aimed to increase the time
of every single possession phase. The time window for a possession phase was measured as the
time in which the ball was traveling to the next possessor until the last time step in which this
one released the ball. Requiring outside players to pass the ball along larger distances was a
standard way to slow down the play. Analyses of the mean value for each trial across conditions
showed that incrementing the size of the rondo circle did, indeed, influence the time the ball
remained under the same player (Table 3).
A 2-way ANOVA with touches condition and task space as factors revealed two main
effects, touches F(1, 959) = 666.50, p < .001, and size, F(1, 959) = 149.77, p < .001 (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Mean duration of possession phases as a function of touch and size conditions
(expressed as radius of the circle in m).
Mean trial length. The mean time for each trial in the 1-touch condition was numerically
but not significantly shorter than the mean time in the 2-touches condition.
Results of testing Hypothesis 1 from Experiment 1.
Ball distance. The experimental results showed that interior players at a closer distance at
the beginning of the possession phase (i.e., presser), ended up reducing the distance from the
current ball possessor only in the size of the circle radius of 6 meter and 1-touch condition. In
contrast, in the 2-touches condition, the presser actually increased the distance from the current
ball possessor. See all the results of distances in the Table below:
Size of Circle

Touches

Radius

Condition

1
3
2

1
6
2

Role

START

End

Mean Distance
Change

Press

2.81

2.47

-0.34

Cover

4.07

4.21

0.14

Press

3.22

3.18

-0.04

Cover

4.66

4.75

0.09

Press

4.12

3.44

-0.68

Cover

5.87

5.68

-0.19

Press

4.73

4.53

-0.20

Cover

6.40

6.82

0.42

Table 4
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The Table Gives The Mean Distances In M. For Each Interior Player (Press/Cover) At The
Start And End Of Each Possession Phase In Both Touches Conditions, (1- And 2-Touches) And
Across Trials Of Both Size Conditions (3 Vs 6 M. Radius).
Presser Distance. The mean distance change of the presser in the 1- touch condition tended
to reduce from start to end of each possession phase (M= -0.68 m.). A similar trend was observed
for the 2-touches condition, in which the distance change from start to end of the possession
phase decreased (M= -0.20 m.). That is, the interior players acting as a presser did indeed reduce
the distance relative to the ball possessor in both touches condition. However, a t-test confirmed
that the difference between the 1-touch vs the 2-touches condition was significant, t(519) = 2.4957, p < .05. These results are similar to those found in Experiment 1, where the presser also
decreased the distance more in the 1- touch than in the 2-touches condition.
Cover Distance. The distance between the cover player relative to the current ball possessor
at the beginning and end of each possession phase was compared to the corresponding distance
of the presser. In the 1-touch condition, the mean distance change of the cover decreased (M = 0.19 m.). Instead, the mean distance change of the cover increased for the 2-touches condition
(M = 0.42 m.). The mean change of distance of the cover between the 1 and 2-touches conditions
was also significant, t(553) = -3.323, p < .01.
A 2 (1- vs 2- touches) x 2 (presser vs cover) x 2 (dual-role vs side-by-side) ANOVA,
resulted in three main effects, one for each factor. A first main effect for the role of each interior
player (i.e., presser vs cover) F(1, 1106) =16.914, p < .001. A second main effect for role mode
condition F(1, 1106) = 4.618, p < .05. And a third main effect for the touches condition F(1,
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1106) = 15.828, p < .001. That is, each of these factors alone can be determinant for distance
changes relative to the current ball possessor. No significant interactions were found.

Figure 7. The figure shows the mean distance change of each interior player (presser or
cover) as a function of role mode with a separate panel for the number of touches conditions.
Separate bars are shown for the two roles of the individual player.
Post-hoc analyses by using t-tests in the 1-touch condition, within dual-role mode, cover vs
presser roles showed a statistical significant difference, t(106) = -3.692, p < .001. In contrast,
within the side-by-side mode, no significant differences were found. In addition, in the 2-touches
condition, within the dual-role mode, and the side-by-side, no significant differences were found.
More importantly, when comparing the presser of the 1-touch condition from the one in the
2-touches condition for dual-role mode, significant differences were found, t(106) = -3.692, p <
.001.
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Results of testing Hypothesis 2 from Experiment 1.
Heading error of the presser. The heading error of the pressure from the current ball
possessor at the beginning and end of each possession phase was analyzed in a 2 (start vs end of
possession phase) X 2 (1- vs 2-touches) ANOVA resulting in two main effects and nonsignificant interactions found.

Figure 8. The figure shows the mean heading error angles of the presser at the start (in
black) and end (in grey) of a possession phase for the 1- and 2-touches condition. The values of
the angles are in radians.
A significant main effect for the time of the possession phase, F(1, 555) = 4.134, p < .05 and
another significant main effect for the touches condition F(1, 555) = 14.864 , p < .001. That is,
there were significant differences between the heading angle values of the presser depending on
the touches condition at which the presser was. In the same way, depending on the time of the
possession phase, there were also significant differences between the heading error of the
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presser. Indeed, results showed that the heading increased in both touches conditions. For the 1touch condition from start of a possession phase (M= 1.14 rad.) to end (M= 1.43 rad.) a t-test
showed a significant difference between means, t(280.79) = -2.7341, p < .001. Instead, for the 2touches condition, despite there was the similar ascending trend from start (M= 1.59 rad.) to end
(M= 1.65 rad.) of possession phases, a t-test did not show any significant difference between
means.
Results of testing Hypothesis 3 from Experiment 1.
Heading error of the cover. The comparison of the heading error of the cover with the
presser was conducted as a function of the role (presser vs cover), time (start vs end) within a
possession phase and the number of touches players could take with their feet (1- vs 2- touches).

Figure 9. The figure shows the mean heading error angle values at the start and end of
possession phases for interior players in each role during the large size of circle radius of the
rondo (~ 6 meters).
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Thus, a 3-way ANOVA revealed two significant main effects and two interactions. One
main effect for role, F(1, 1143) = 5.677, p < .05, and another for the touches condition, F(1,
1143) = 29.786, p < .001. A significant interaction was found for role and time, F(1, 1143) =
4.221, p < .05. Thus, based on the time of the possession phase (start vs end) and the role of the
interior player (cover vs presser) the heading values changed significantly. A second interaction
was also found for the touches condition and time, F(1, 1143) = 8.994, p < .01. In other words,
based on the time within a possession phase and the touches condition the heading differed. Ttests conducted on the difference between press and cover at the start of possession phases were
significant for the 1-touch condition t(289.54) = -2.0481, p < .05 and for the 2-touches t(279.43)
= -2.2414, p < .001. The rest of comparisons were not significantly different.
Results of testing Hypothesis 2 from Experiment 2.
The functional emergent collective modes should be indicative of the successful behavioral
outcomes on the task for which they are employed. Experiment 2 contrasted the success of each
mode according to the experimental conditions proposed. Table 5 summarizes the number of
passes and interceptions that occurred under each size condition, touches condition and role
mode.
For the 3 m. radius, both dual-role and side-by-side mode had a percentage of success of
25%. This percentage was a result of 1) the total number of passes executed under each of these
role modes and 2) the number of passes intercepted for each one (i.e., when a trail was ended e.g., a failure in the pass). The percentage of success was used as a measure of strength of each
strategy.
For the 6 meters circle radius, dual-role mode was the most successful behavioral mode for
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ball recovery. On one hand, for the 1-touch condition, the percentage of success was 15% of the
passes. That is, from a total of 115 passes in dual-role mode, 24 were intercepted. On the other
hand, the 2-touches condition had a total of 189 passes from which 25 were intercepted under the
dual-role mode. This resulted in a 13% of success rate for that behavioral mode in contrast to the
side by side mode (9% of success).
Size of Circle
Radius

Touches
Condition

1
3 meters
2

1
6 meters
2

Role
mode

N passes
intercepted

Total Number
of passes

Percentage of
interceptions

Dual

27

107

25%

Side

25

99

25%

Dual

21

115

18%

Side

11

72

15%

Dual

24

155

15%

Side

15

117

13%

Dual

25

189

13%

Side

9

96

9%

Table 5
Summary of Percentage of Success for Each Experimental Condition of the Rondos in
Experiment 1 and 2.
A logistic ANOVA tested the effects of the radius, role mode and touches condition on the
probability of intercepting the ball. The results showed two significant main effects for size
condition Å P (1) = 11.14, p<0.001 and touches condition Å P (1) = 4.34, p<0.05. When size was
increased or when the outside players were allowed more touches, it was more difficult for the
interior players to intercept the ball. These results confirmed that the manipulations had the
desired effect on the game play.
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In addition to the interception success of each role per experimental condition, an additional
table was provided to further show how trials ended according to the 3 ways described in the
method section of Chapter 3. That is, whether interior players intercepted the ball, outside
players missed a pass or touched the ball with a different N passes than the once indicated by the
experimental condition. Results showed that across all trials of Experiments 1 and 2, there were
no instances in which players touched the ball additional or fewer times than the indicated by the
experimental condition. In contrast, interceptions were the most common way in which trials
ended 75% compared to passes missed by outside players, 25%. Dual-role mode seemed to be
the functional collective role mode more preferred and the one with more success that led to
both, interceptions (77%) and missed passes (98%), representing a total success rate of 82.25%.
Type of end
trial

Role
mode

Success %

Dual

77%

Interceptions

% Type of end
trials

75%

Experiments
1&2

Side

23%

Dual

98%

Missed pass

25%
Side

2%

Table 6
Summary of Percentage of Success for Each Collective Mode of the Rondos in Experiment 1
and 2.
Inter-rater reliability of collective modes. Thus far, the results provided about the collective
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behavioral modes were all based on the judgements from the experimenter when carrying out
video-analysis of the game play of rondos. To confirm the main experimenter’s coding, an interrater reliability analysis was conducted to ensure that those instances in which the experimenter
determined the dyad of interior players was in either side-by-side or dual-role mode, other highly
qualified and football coaches also judged these behaviors similarly. Results after Pearson
correlation showed a high reliability in the assessments (r = 0.83).
Discussion
Experiment 2 examined the effects of increasing the task space of the rondo drill in two
different touches conditions (i.e., 1- and 2-touches). These manipulations took direct inspiration
from the results in Experiment 1. Here, interior players were exposed to an increase of space that
doubled (in terms of radius) relative to that in Experiment 1, from 3 to approximately 6 meters of
radius. These interior players were told to recover the ball as fast as possible, while outside
players had to keep it as long as they could.
The goals of retesting the hypotheses from Experiment 1, hence, were twofold. On one
hand, it was expected that the increase of the task space would accentuate the results of our
predictions. On the other, the retest of these hypotheses sought confirmation that the variables
tested, if the hypotheses were confirmed, were suitable variables to model the dynamics of the
two collective modes (dual-role and side-by-side modes).
One of the variables that was hypothesized as a good candidate to understand individual
roles of the dyad was distance. As in Experiment 1, here, we also used the 22 v4-ℎ*S.
Distances were taken at the beginning and end of each possession phase and, for the presser,
these were expected to decrease. That is, the presser would get closer to the current possessor if
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the dyad exhibited a dual-role mode.
The results of Experiment 2 showed that, as a function of role (press vs cover) and touches
condition (1- vs 2-touches), there is a decrease of distance change (i.e., move towards the current
ball possessor) of the presser in both conditions, for the 1-touch (M = - 0.68 m.) and for the 2touches condition (M = -0.20 m.). When these distances were analyzed as function of the
collective modes, then the distance change of the presser during dual-role mode was less (M= 0.29 m.) than in the side-by-side mode (M= -0.67 m.). However, these distances were then also
factored as a function of touches condition, and it was observed that indeed, the distance change
of the presser during dual-role mode in the 1-touch condition (M= -0.68 m.) did decrease as
hypothesized. In contrast, as in Experiment 1, this distance still decreased in the 2-touches
condition, but in a very short amount (M= -0.07 m.) when compared to the 1-touch condition. As
hypothesized in the discussion section of Experiment 1, one potential explanation to account for
the fact that the task space manipulation did not decrease the distance of the presser relative to
the ball in the 2-touches condition is that our assumptions about how the manipulations affect the
control parameter must be incorrect. That is, it was expected that the more touches or the larger
the space, the higher the rate in which the control parameter (i.e., the time in which the ball
remained in the same place) would increase the rate of dissipation of the informational field
gradient. In other words, the distance is part of a “potential energy”, just like height against
gravity, and the movement of the player dissipates this informational gradient by means of
kinetic energy. However, given the results found, it appears that this effect must be in the
opposite direction. In this system, the presence of a catalyst is manifested by a hot probe being
placed at a distance away from the flock of BQ particles. The flock of the particles will move
towards the region of greater temperature (Satterwhite-Warden, et al., 2015). However, results
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of the rondos showed that when there is only 1-touch the presser did decrease this distance
significantly, in comparison to the 2-touches condition. Thus, the 1-touch condition seems to
afford pressing the ball possessor while the 2-touches condition seems to afford other behaviors.
Indeed, the fact that outside players were extremely skilled, the 2-touches condition allowed
them to be in control of the ball very easily, such that the interior players instead of reducing
distance, would rather preserve the space and intercept the ball on its trajectory within a passing
line rather than tackling them directly. It is well known in football that one of the first defensive
coaching points is to avoid rushing into the ball carrier, instead, players are trained to hold
certain distance from the ball carrier. Thus, the results in the 2-touches condition showed that
when outside players have more control of the ball the interior players are less afforded to tackle
than in the 1-touches condition. Here, instead, in the 1-touch condition, where players must pass
the ball as it comes, and therefore with much less control of the ball, rather than preserving the
space the presser seemed to be tackling the current ball possessor.
In a recent paper, Satterwhite-Warden, Kondepudi, Dixon and Rusling (2019) showed how
irregularly shaped BQ disks can “sense” warm and cool thermotaxis. Sensing local temperature,
thus, changed the way these particles flocked together. When there was warm thermotaxis, the
particles did move towards the hot probe. Thus, the hot finger acted like an attractor. Instead,
when the cool finger was inserted as an experimental condition, the particles moved away as if it
was a repeller. In the same way, results from Experiment 2 showed that. As opposed to our early
thoughts in which increase of the task space and the number of ball touches was thought to have
the same effects as warm thermotaxis has in the BQ particles, increase in our control parameter
seemed to have the same effects as the cool thermotaxis.
In addition, and after retesting Hypotheses 2 and 3 from Experiment 2, the results of the
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heading error angles did not confirm our initial predictions. When comparing the heading error
of the presser at the start and end of a possession phase, the heading error was expected to be
closed down. In other words, the difference between the heading of the presser and the goal
angle (i.e., current ball possessor) was expected to be reduced up to 0 radians (i.e., high strength
attractor = 0). However, in both touches conditions when in dual-role mode, the heading error
increased from start (M = 1.14 rad.) to end (M = 1.43 rad.) for the 1-touch. And the exact same
pattern was found for the 2-touches condition from start (M = 1.59 rad.) to end (M = 1.65 rad.). It
is worth mentioning here that even in those instances in which distance change from the current
ball possessor by the presser was reduced in the 1-touch condition (as confirmed in Hypothesis
1), the heading errors did not explicitly show that as distance was decreased, the heading error
also decreased. Instead, the angle increased from start to end as shown in Figure 8, red bar in the
1-touch panel for dual-role mode. Further analyses should explore the second derivative of the
rate of the turning angle (!̈ − 5.T64 Nℎ5.T4), to have a better grasp of what type of behaviors
are hidden behind such patterns.
The results found, thus, seemed to suggest looking for further explanation beyond the
assumption that the effect of the control parameter must work in the opposite direction, as
opposed to our initial theory. Heading error results suggested that interior players must be doing
something else than just pressing on the ball possessor. That is, given our initial hypotheses were
all framed based on the assumptions that the dual-role mode would only exhibit actions related to
pressing or covering, further work should look to other potential individual actions that could
give rise to the type of behaviors captured in our results. In other words, it is assumed that,
provided the results found, there must be some individual actions that can explain the patterns
encountered in the results (e.g., higher heading errors at 22) of these higher order behaviors
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(dual-role and side-by-side modes), not contemplated with the initial hypotheses.
In addition to Hypothesis 2, results from Hypothesis 3 consisted in re-testing the heading
error of the presser compared to the cover’s. However, no significant differences were found to
confirm our hypotheses. The mean heading error of the cover at 22 of the possession phases was
very similar to that of the presser at 22 for both conditions. Therefore, the working hypothesis
that there must be some underlying individual behaviors within each collective mode that may
account for such variability gained serious thought.
Hypothesis 2 from Experiment 2 aimed to identify whether the adoption of a particular
collective mode was more successful than the adoption of the other in the service of satisfying
the ultimate goal of interior players, viz., to recover the ball. As noted in the introduction, none
of the prior studies focused on coordination of interior players as a dissipative structure. Instead,
most of the studies focus on the behavioral outcomes to infer changes in the system under study.
For example, Nakayama (2008) studied the effects of task space (8m., 10m. & 12m.) in the
passing skills of young football athletes performing a 3vs1 ball possession drill. Analyses
conducted focused on the total number of passes performed in each condition, percentage of pass
success, percentage of control failure, etc. Showing increments on each of these items as space
was increased. In the same lines, results from Experiment 2, where size of the task was doubled,
also showed an increase of the total number of possession phases, for the 1-touch condition (N =
283) and for the 2-touches condition (N = 286); as well as the length of each possession phase
for the 1-touch (M = 0.9 s.) and for the 2-touches condition (M = 2.5 s.); and length of the trial,
for the 1-touch (M = 6.8 s.) and for the 2-touches condition (M = 13.7 s.). These results
suggested, therefore, that the implementation of a larger task space in Experiment 2 resulted in
larger trials, as well as in larger possession phases. Specifically, the 2-touches condition with
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larger radius circle (~ 6 m. radius circle) was the experimental condition that had, not only the
length of the trials significantly larger than the other conditions, but also it had the highest
number of possession phases with a longer mean time for each possession phase. That is, this
condition was the most demanding in terms of 1) perception – informationL capabilities, with a
constant coordination of interior players to self-organize constantly relative to the situational
context of each possession phase; and 2) action – energetic capabilities, since the dynamical
regimes of the collective behavioral modes adopted in each possession phase seemed to be more
physically demanding than in any other condition. Furthermore, results from testing Hypothesis
2 confirmed that the 2-touches condition with larger space (~ 6 m. radius circle) had an effect on
the increasing difficulty of the task of the two interior players, because it also had the least
percentage of interception success (9%) while the other conditions had a percentage of
interception success of 13% or above. Here, the percentage of success was used as a measure of
strength of each collective behavioral strategy (i.e., mode). Therefore, this condition proved to be
extremely challenging for the interior players to accomplish their goal in the task.
In terms of the actual Hypothesis 2, in which it was predicted that the dual-role mode would
be the collective mode with more success of interceptions, it was confirmed via a logistic
ANOVA. This test revealed two significant main effects for size condition and touches
condition. In other words, results showed that when size of the rondo and number of touches
were increased, it was more difficult for the interior players to intercept the ball and the dual-role
mode was the most successful mode to intercept it.
Overall, the current results partially confirmed our hypotheses. However, the observed
behaviors during video-analysis on one hand, and the outcome variables analyzed such as trial
length, number of total passes and length of possession phases on the other, strengthen the
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conviction that the hypotheses stated should indeed be confirmed. However, the lack of evidence
from the data obtained suggested to us two things. One, is the fact that to capture differences of
the collective behavioral modes (side-by-side vs dual-role mode) the underlying behaviors
should be also identified. This would allow to capture differences within each collective mode
when a manipulation on the size of the space and number of touches is conducted. In addition to
facilitate our efforts to interpret with a more detail of description whether these manipulations on
the control variable did indeed “repel” or “attracted” interior players. Instead, with the current
method, interpretation of the collective behaviors relied on the capacity to match visual images
from videos to statistical reports from variables chosen to be descriptive of the phenomenon (i.e.,
collective behaviors). However, important and relevant features that give rise to these higherorder phenomena might be missed or misinterpreted only putting our central focus on the
collective emergent behavior. Thus, a follow-up approach should address this limitation.
Second, exploration of the dynamical variables at the positional level might not be enough to
reveal the underlying dynamics of the system. In other words, using 2D data to model behavioral
modes that emerge by virtue of lower scale variables, such as torque, center of gravity, body
orientation, etc. seems very unlikely that a model can capture reliably the dynamics of the system
under study. Nevertheless, as follows, some exploratory data visualization of the time-series of
the two interior players are shown with the goal to better understand the nature of the dynamics
of the rondos.
One option to understand the nature of the dynamical angular relationships between the two
interior players was to plot their continuous behaviors as two coupled oscillators that based on
their goal and task constraints, in-phase or anti-phase oscillations relative to the origin may
reveal some synchrony patterns. The origin may be arbitrarily defined by the mean position of
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the outside players (centroid of the circle rondo). Visual inspection of Figure 10 suggests that
similar patterns between interior players and the centroid occurred along this trial. However, the
degree to which these synchrony patterns could be indicative of a particular collective mode,
requires further research on variables with a dynamic character that can shed light on how the
system can be modeled.

Figure 10. The plot shows the 2-dimensional trajectories of the outside – and interior
players during a trial.
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Figure 11. The panel shows a 2-dimensional plot of trajectories of the two interior players
together with the centroid of the outside players.

Figure 12. The figure shows the 1-dimensional trajectory of the centroid ($ and %)
separately, as it is the mean position of all outside-men.

Figure 13. The figure shows the 2-dimensional trajectory of the centroid as it is the mean
position of all outside-men.
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Further exploration of the displacements of each of the interior players across trials was
conducted. For example, polar angles of each of the players relative to the centroid (see Figure
14) and to the goal (ball possessor – see Figure 15) was conducted.

Figure 14. The figure shows the mean angle of each interior player relative to the centroid
for the duration of a trial.

Figure 15. Plot of the mean angle of each interior player relative to the goal (i.e., ball
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possessor) over time.
In future work, further testing will be conducted along these lines to see the viability of this
framework to capture the dynamics of rondos. However, until we reach a minimum appreciation
of how the system behaves according to the manipulations implemented, exploring the 2-D
dynamics will be part of this gaining of understanding rather than a part of a model capturing the
dynamics of the dyad.
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Chapter 5
RETESTING EXPERIMENTS 1 & 2: Alternative method to define the collective modes
Experiments 1 and 2 were analyzed by means of the Method for Collective Modes that used
a top-down approach to determine collective modes. Then, for the individual roles the
22 v4-ℎ*S was used. This was previously contrasted with the 21 v4-ℎ*S. The main difference
between the two was how the individual roles of the dyad were assigned. While the collective
behavioral modes were manually coded through video analysis and with guidance of some
criteria defined in Chapter 3, the individual roles of the dyad in both collective modes were
defined based on an arbitrarily list of if statements (see details in 22 v4-ℎ*S, Chapter 3). Such
that, the interior player that ended up at a shorter distance from the current ball possessor at the
last time step of this possession phase, was coded as the presser.
However, after data analysis and subsequent interpretation, the conclusions seemed to
indicate that this method was not robust enough to capture the underlying actions that give rise to
the emergent phenomena under study. Indeed, considering that our initial assumption about an
increase of space and number of touches would be akin to an increase of temperature in the BQ
system, we found that there was the need for a different approach for identifying individual
behaviors that were not obvious in the general patterns observed from the results of the collective
modes. For example, one of the confusing results that led us to this conclusion was that
Hypothesis 1 from Experiment 1 predicted that the presser would reduce distance relative to the
current ball possessor. And, while this was confirmed for the 1-touch condition in both,
Experiments1 and 2, Hypothesis 2, which predicted that not only the distance change (i.e., move
towards the current ball possessor) would decrease but also the heading error of the presser from
start to end of a possession phase, was not confirmed. A more detailed visual inspection of the
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videos of each trial, and specifically looking at the individual actions of the interior players, shed
light on the possibility of the existence of different individual actions within each of the
collective modes not contemplated in our initial hypotheses due to our assumption. That is, these
individual actions did not seem to necessarily obey the specific act of decreasing distance or
reducing heading error as assumed by our initial hypotheses when taking the role of presser,
especially in the 2-touches condition. Thus, under this narrowed focus of analysis, an effort was
made to identify individual actions for the roles of pressing and covering.
The Method for Individual Actions. This method consisted in identifying individual
actions of interior players that could be categorized as either under the role of pressers or the role
of covers. Thus, by dividing the individual actions of each of the inside players into two
categories, the following actions that characterized the presser’s behavior, and those actions that
characterized the role of the cover player are described as follows:
Presser Actions.
Tackling. When an inside player took or tried to take the ball from the current possessor. A
tackle was considered when a player clearly made the biomechanical action of extending the leg
or both legs to intercept the ball before the pass.
Run towards. when inside players’ displacements were made towards the current ball
possessor.
Close cover. When the interior player that was taking the lead on the pressing action placed
himself in front of the current ball possessor such that it established a 1vs1 situation. In addition,
the distance between presser and ball possessor was slightly reduced as the presser was slowly
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moving forward. Indeed, it is a kind of pressing but more moderate than tackling or running
towards the ball possessor.
Cover Actions.
Blocking passing lines. When the player that was assuming the role of cover aimed to
position himself in places that afforded to block passing lines or intercepting the ball during a
pass. This individual action involved dynamic displacements to readjust the position such that
the opening and closing lines were covered, according to the presser and ball possessor
movements.
Reduce distance. This action consisted in all the displacements that interior players made to
shorten the distance with either the other interior player, or with the actual location of the ball, as
long as the ball was located at the other side of the semi-circle of the rondo. Otherwise, if the ball
and interior players were located at the same semicircle, due to the short distances of the task
space, any intentional run towards the ball was considered a running towards the ball possessor
action. Therefore, the reduce distance displacements did not have to represent a thread for the
outside players to lose possession of the ball. Whereas running towards actions intended to
recover the ball immediately.
Center Static. This action was coded when the actions of the interior players consisted in
standing on the middle of the circle, such that then they would start other actions. This action
was mostly coded either 1) at the beginning of each trial; and 2) in instances in which the trial
length was so long, that the interior players needed to re-center and attempt to recover the ball
again.
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A few considerations were also annotated while manually coding these individual actions
described above.
1. To distinguish between the action, reduce distance and block passing lines, beyond what
it is described above, the criteria was that while the ball was traveling from one player to
another, a doubtful displacement was coded as reduce distance. Instead, when the ball
was on the feet of the current ball possessor, the action was coded as block passing lines.
2. To distinguish between close cover and running towards, in the case of any doubt,
running towards means to intentionally move to approach or end up tackling the current
ball possessor. Instead, if the presser is moving towards the current ball possessor, but his
displacements are slowly taken, such that there is no running involved, then we assigned
close cover.
3. To distinguish between reduce distance and running towards, first it needs to be
considered if the interior player is running or not. If he is not running, then the
displacement should be aimed at reducing distance. If he is running then, other aspects
need to be taken into consideration: 1) if the run occurs in a different semicircle from
where the ball has been in that possession phase; 2) if the run is made to act upon the ball
or just to maintain a cautious distance between the interior player analyzed and the ball
possessor or relative to the other interior player.
Method
Since the data used for this chapter were the same than Experiments 1 and 2, the following
sections are exactly the same than in the abovementioned Experiments.
Ø Participants
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Ø Materials & Facilities
Ø Design & Procedures
Data Management
All trials from Experiments 1 and 2 were re-analyzed by using the same set of videos
according to the criteria above using the Method for Individual Actions. Thus, three new
variables were added to the phases.csv data frame. Two variables called “actions player-1” and
“actions player-2”, where all possible actions were annotated; and a third variable called
“collective-mode” to account for the resulting collective behavioral mode (dual-role or side-byside), based on the individual actions coded. In other words, once each individual action had
been coded, the following criteria were used to define the collective behavioral modes:
Ø If the actions of player-1 and player-2 belonged to the same role (presser or cover), then
the collective behavioral mode was side-by-side.
Ø If the actions belonged to different roles, then the collective mode was dual-role mode.
Notice that, this is a much richer approach than the Method for Collective Modes, since it
does not give you only the automatic option to determine the collective mode, but it gives you
also four potential modes that the dyad can adopt (i.e., dual press; dual cover; side press; side
cover – see Figure 16). Thus, while in the Method for Collective Modes the roles (presser or
cover) were dependent on the 22 v4-ℎ*S, here instead, the collective modes are dependent on
the underlying individual actions coded.
Relevant methodological steps while coding these actions were related to the actual object of
study, viz all underlying events of a trial such as the possession phases. Since these were the units
of analysis, it was determined that the individual actions in which the interior player culminated
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the possession phase would be assigned as the prevalent action for that possession phase.
Nevertheless, in some instances, more than one individual action did occur. In addition, a
possession phase itself was defined as in the Method for Collective Modes. That is, it was the
time window in which the ball traveled from previous possessor to the current possessor and up
until the current possessor released it.

Figure 16. Shows the two methods to identify collective modes and individual roles. On the
left, the Method for Collective Mode takes a top-down approach. In contrast, the Method for
Individual Actions takes a bottom-up approach.
Data Analysis
All variables used for Experiments 1 and 2 were also used here.
Ø Ball distance
Ø Presser distance
Ø Cover distance
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Ø Time of possession phases
Ø Heading error of the presser
Ø Heading error of the cover
Ø Inter-rater reliability of collective modes.
Correlation of Collective Modes. One extra analysis that was conducted was a correlation
test between collective modes. These were submitted to a Pearson correlation test. Results
showed a high correlation (r = .91) for the collective modes. In other words, both methods were
able to capture the higher-order behaviors (dual-role mode and side-by-side) in a highly reliable
manner.
Correlation of Individual Roles. Another extra analysis was to calculate the correlation of
the resulting individual roles (presser and cover) from the 22 v4-ℎ*S of the Method for
Collective Modes and the resulting ones from the Method for Individual Actions. However,
correlation at this level was low (r = 0.34).
Results
Reanalysis of Experiments 1 and 2 by using the Method for Individual Actions aimed to
break down those actions giving rise to the collective modes, such that the results found in
previous experiments could be explained by these lower level variables.
Next, we present some descriptive variables on the new outcome variables derived from the
new method for both Experiments 1 and 2. All variables were measured across trials of
Experiments 1 and 2.
Duration of individual Actions. The duration of individual actions for each individual role
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are showed in Figure 17. On the one hand, across all actions of the cover (blue bars in Figure 17)
ranged between (M = 1.9 s.) and (M = 0.38 s.). That is a range of 1.51 s. among all actions. On
the other hand, the presser actions ranged between (M = 2.08 s.) and (M = 0.40 s.), thus with a
range of 1.68 s. in addition, the presser role seemed to have a longer duration in the actions of
tackling (M = 0.42 s.) for the 1-touch and 3 m. radius condition and running towards (M = 1.33
s.) for the 6 m. radius condition. In contrast, for the 2-touches, the close cover was the action
with longer mean duration time (M = 1.38 s.) for the 3 m. and (M = 2.08 s.) for the 6 m. For the
cover in the 1-touch condition had longer mean durations for the action coded as center static in
both size conditions, i.e., 3 m. (M = 0.53 s.) and 6 m. (M = 1.15 s.). And for the 2-touches
condition the action with longer mean duration was the reduce distance (M = 1.84 s.) in the 3 m.

Figure 17. Shows the duration of each of the individual action as a function of number of
ball touches (1- vs 2-touches) and task space (~ 3m. vs 6 m. circle radius). In blue, all actions for
the cover. In red, all actions of the presser. The units of time are expressed in seconds.
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Count of actions at the end of a trial. Figure 18 shows a clear success of the individual
cover action block passing lines as a determinant action to end a trial (N = 145). Instead, for the
role of presser, most of the individual actions are similar to each other. Nevertheless, it seems
that the one that has a larger number of counts is the running towards for all collective modes
across conditions (N = 60).

Figure 18. Shows the number of times of each of the individual actions that successfully
ended with the trial. In red, all actions for the cover. In blue, all actions of the presser.
Count of actions per epochs within a possession phase. Figure 19 shows how much
influence in terms of number of occurrences, each of the individual actions have along 3 epochs
in which the possession phases were divided. For the cover, there is a clear pattern of the block
passing lines to increase their occurrence along the possession phase for the 1-touch condition in
both size conditions. Whereas in the 2-touches condition, the pattern is not as steady and seems
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to decrease in the second epoch. Specifically, in the 2-touches and 6 m. circle radius condition,
the reduce distance action does indeed have a linear increase as the possession phases progress.
For the presser, in the 1-touch condition there is also a clear increase of occurrences as the
possession phases progress for the run towards and in the case of the 6 m. circle radius condition,
close cover is also happening as many times as the run towards. In the 2-touches condition the
action of tackling increases the number of occurrences as the epochs progress, but still, run
towards seems to be the action that occurs more often in each epoch across conditions.

Figure 19. It shows the number of occurrences of each individual action along a possession
phase divided in 3 epochs across all trials.
Results of testing Hypothesis 1 from Experiments 1 & 2.
Ball distance. The results after using the Method for Individual Actions showed that the
presser did not always seem to reduce distance as framed in the initial Hypothesis 1. Indeed,
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from all conditions, the max and min values of the mean distance change (i.e., move towards the
current ball possessor) for the presser ranged from M= -.064 m. to M=0.18 m. The positive value
(i.e., increase of distance from the ball possessor) corresponds to the 2-touches condition and
small circle radius (~ 3 m.), while the negative value (i.e., reduce of distance from the ball
possessor) corresponds to the presser at the 2-touches condition in the large circle radius (~ 6
m.). The range of distance change of the presser, thus, was 0.82 m. This means that the mean
distance change specifying different types of behaviors varied only 82 cm. In the same lines, the
cover has a range of 0.79 m. with a min of M = -0.45m. and a max of M = 0.34 m.
Size of Circle

Touches

Radius

Condition

Mode

Role

Mean Distance
Change

Dual
1
Side
3
Dual
2
Side

Dual
1
Side

Press

0.02

Cover

-0.13

Press

-0.34

Cover

0.26

Press

0.04

Cover

0.15

Press

0.18

Cover

-0.01

Press

-0.36

Cover

-0.12

Press

-0.51

Cover

-0.45
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6
Dual
2
Side

Press

0.008

Cover

0.15

Press

-0.60

Cover

0.34

Table 7
It Provides a Summary of the Mean Distance Change in m. for Each Interior Player
(press/cover) in Both Collective Modes Across Trials of Experiments 1 and 2.
Presser Distance. The mean distance change of the presser in the 1- touch condition tended,
in general, to reduce from start to end of a possession phase for all conditions of the collective
mode side-by-side. In contrast, for the dual-role mode, the presser’s distance change (i.e.,
movement towards the current ball possessor) only decreased for the 1-touch in the 6 m. circle
radius rondo (M = -0.36 m.). Surprisingly, the other conditions in which the presser was in a
dual-role mode, distance change increased. These data, then, were submitted to a 2 (presser vs
cover) x 2 (dual-role vs side-by-side) x 2 (1- vs 2-touches) x 2 (3 m. vs 6 m. radius) ANOVA and
results showed three main effects for role, touches condition and size condition and one
interaction including the three factors with main effects. For the purposes of the current chapter,
the most relevant main effect was for touches factor, F(1, 1703) =4.364, p < .01. Indeed, when
taking a look at Figure 20, it can be observed that the presser in dual-role mode for the 2-touches
condition, in general, did not tend to reduce distance change. A t-test between presser in dualrole from the 1-touch vs the 2-touches condition showed that there was a statistically significant
difference, t(201) = -1.9683, p = 0.05. The difference between distance change of dual-role and
side-by-side modes for the 1-and 2-touches condition did not result in significant differences.
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Figure 20. The figure shows the mean distance change of dual-role and side-by-side modes
when in cover or presser roles during the 1- and 2-touches conditions for Experiments 1 and 2.
Cover Distance. The distance between the cover player relative to the current ball possessor
at the beginning and end of each possession phase was compared to the corresponding distance
of the presser. On the one hand, in the 1-touch condition, the mean distance change of the cover
decreased for both modes, dual-role (M = -0.20 m.) and side-by-side (M = -0. 42 m.). When
comparing the cover vs the presser for dual-role in the 1-touch condition, a t-test showed a
significant main effect t(201) = -1.9683, p < 0.05. This difference was more pronounced in the
side-by-side modes, t(144) = -3.1892, p < 0.05. On the other hand, in the 2-touches condition, the
mean distance change instead of decreasing, was increased for both modes, dual-role (M = 0.15
m.) and side-by-side (M = 0. 17 m.). Thus, in the two touches condition, players did not move
towards the ball possessor, contrary to our expectations. When comparing roles of each
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individual player (presser vs cover) within each mode for the 2-touches condition, results did not
show any significant differences.
Individual Actions. The relationship between individual actions and distance change are
shown in Figure 21. For the current purposes, a closer look at the presser actions was taken. In
general, all actions of presser decreased the distance to ball possessor. However, in the 2-touches
condition and the collective dual-role mode there is an isolated positive distance change for the
action of tackling (M = 0.26 m.). This increase in distance change corresponded to the presser
moving away from current ball possessor. A 5-way ANOVA for action, collective mode, role,
touches condition and size condition showed a main effect for the touches condition F(1, 1674)
=7.380, p < .01, another main effect for the size condition F(1, 1674) =4.865, p < .05, and a 2way interaction between individual actions and touches conditions F(1, 1674) =2.568, p < .05.

Figure 21. It shows Individual actions of presser and cover as a function of touches
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condition and collective mode. The blue palette corresponds to cover actions and the red to
presser actions.
Results of testing Hypothesis 2 from Experiment 1 & 2.
Heading error of the presser. We analyzed the heading error of the presser relative to the
current ball possessor at the beginning and end of each possession phase with 2 (start vs end of
possession phase) X 2 (1- vs 2-touches) x 2 (small vs large size) x 2 (dual-role vs side-by-side) x
6 (individual actions) ANOVA. Three main effects and 3 interactions were significant. First, it
was found a main effect for individual actions F(1, 1039) = 8.187, p < .001. The second main
effect was for collective mode F(1, 1039) = 4.934, p < .01; the third main effect was also
encountered for the touches factor F(1, 555) = 30.006, p < .001.

Figure 22. The figures shows the mean heading error values at the start and end of a
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possession phase for the presser (separate bars), with separate panels for the dual- or side-by-side
mode and 1- or 2-touches condition.
The two-way interaction between actions and time of the possession phase was significant,
F(1, 1039) = 3.466, p < .05. Two three-way interactions were also significant. First, there was an
interaction between individual actions, touches and size condition, F(1, 1039) = 6.186, p < .001.
A second interaction was found for the time of the possession phase, touches and size condition,
F(1, 1039) = 10.163, p < .001.
Further analyses looked at the differences among individual actions of the presser between
start and end of the possession phase (see Figure 23). In the 1-touch condition only close cover
comparison resulted significant, although the mean of heading error increased from start (M =
1.11 rad.) to (M = 1.34 rad.) end, t(203) = -1.9842, p < 0.05.
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Figure 23. The figure shows the mean the heading error values of the individual actions of
the presser at the start and end of a possession phase for the 1- and 2-touches condition.
In contrast, no significant differences were found in the 2-touches condition.
Results of testing Hypothesis 3 from Experiment 1 & 2.
Heading error of the cover. In our initial hypotheses, the heading error of the cover was
hypothesized to be higher than the heading error of the presser. Visual inspection of Figure 24
shows that heading error values of the cover are higher than those of the presser. When
submitting the data to a 4-way ANOVA, including individual roles, collective modes, touches
condition and size condition results showed three main effects and three interactions. There was
a main effect for the collective mode, F(2, 5752) =7.254, p < .001, a main effect for role F(1,
5752) =123.480, p < .001, and a main effect for size condition, F(1, 5752) =11.556, p < .001.
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Figure 24. The figure shows the mean heading error angle values of the cover and presser
roles as a function of touches conditions and collective modes (dual-role and side-by-side).
Then, the first interaction was between touches and size conditions F(1, 5752) =9.118, p <
.001. A second interaction between role and size condition, F(1, 5752) =16.213, p < .001 and
finally an interaction between roles, collective modes, touches and size conditions, F(1, 5752)
=4.257, p < .05. Thus, suggesting that lower values of heading error are found in the interior
player/s acting as pressers for all conditions, except for the 2-touches in dual-role mode, where
the presser has a slightly higher values (M = 1.62 rad.) than the cover (M = 1.61 rad.).
Discussion
Chapter 5 explored the re-examination of Experiments 1 and 2 by using a different handcoding method than the one used in Chapters 3 and 4. Results from previous analyses were
supporting our initial hypotheses partially. That is, while in the 1-touch condition results were as
expected, in the 2-touches condition they showed a different tendency. Nevertheless, some
patterns seemed to reveal underlying behaviors hidden in the data and not captured by the
method previously used (i.e., The Method for Collective Modes). These findings also seemed to
hint that the assumptions made a priori, that is, the effects of the manipulations of the control
parameter on the collective modes were not exactly as predicted. To address such issues, thus, a
new method was designed and all data was retested under this new method of data collection
(i.e., The Method for Individual Actions).
The use of the new method could result in two potential scenarios. On one hand, if the
original hypotheses from Experiment 1 and 2 were confirmed, then the source of error in
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Chapters 3 and 4 came from the method used when hand-coding collective modes. On the other,
if hypotheses were not confirmed, and results therefore showed similar conclusions to those
previously encountered, the possibility that our initial assumption was wrong could be
considered more seriously, since the effects of the modulations of the control parameter on the
collective modes are in the opposite direction.
First, when comparing the Method for Collective Modes against the Method for Individual
Actions, results showed a high agreement (r = .91). That is, both methods seemed to similarly
capture the collective emergent modes (dual-role mode and side-by-side). The difference
between the two comes from the approach taken by each method. While one is more holistic,
observing the gameplay and identifying directly by visual inspection each collective mode, also
with the support of the criteria defined in Chapter 3, the other, takes a rather more analytical
approach. That is, it takes the individual actions of the players that belong to either the cover or
presser category of actions, and from those, the proper combination results in the collective
modes. Thus, in this latter approach, the role of each individual player (presser or cover) was
determined by the individual action coded at each possession phase. Instead, in the method for
collective modes, the role of presser to the interior players was assigned to the player that was
closer from the current ball possessor at the end of the possession phase, called the 22 v4-ℎ*S.
The other interior player was assigned the role of cover by default. Thus, when running a
correlation on the 22 v4-ℎ*S with the Method for Individual actions, the agreement was
relatively poor (r = 0.34). From this it was concluded that the 22 v4-ℎ*S may not be as accurate
as the Method for Individual Actions for determining the individual role (presser or cover) of
each interior player. However, the fact that the method for collective modes was fairly similar to
the method for individual actions meant that the results should not vary much. Therefore, the
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patterns observed in the results that did not behave as initially expected should be uncovered by
the identification of individual actions underlying these collective modes that the new method
was capturing.
Results from Hypothesis 1 showed similar tendencies to those found with the previous
method. That is, while in the 1-touch condition the roles of presser in both collective modes
seemed to decrease distance change relative to the current possessor of the ball, the 2-touches
condition did not. Indeed, in the 2-touches condition the press in the dual-role mode slightly
increased the distance relative to the current possessor of the ball (M = 0.02 m.). Nevertheless, in
the 2-touches side-by-side mode, when both interior players intentionally pressed together, then
distance was indeed reduced (M = -0.27 m.). These results, therefore, encouraged even more the
working hypothesis that our initial hypotheses were formulated under an incorrect assumption
about the effect of the control parameter on the collective modes of the interior players. Even
acknowledging the fact that in the 2-touches condition for the side-by-side mode there was a
considerable decrease of distance (see Figure 20), this result does not preclude maintaining the
thesis that our initial assumptions were incorrect.
In the previous results, the side-by-side presser was just averaged together with side-by-side
cover. Thus, the opposite effects were cancelling each other out. With the new approach, two
possible side-by-side modes were shown: one, when the interior players were pressing together,
and the other when they were covering together. Thus, the fact that when we see both interior
players decreasing distances in the 2-touches condition does not mean that the working
hypothesis is incorrect. Indeed, it is very likely that the effect of repulsion produced by the 2touches condition may have more effect in the dual-role than in the side-by-side mode. That is,
we assume here that since occasion (O), abiding on Turvey’s (2015) definition, differs from
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dual-role to side-by-side mode, it changes the landscape of affordances and subsequently, it also
changes the landscapes of attractors. In fact, when both players are afforded to tackle the current
ball possessor in the 1-touch and 2-touches conditions, independently of the size of the rondo
circle, the dyad in this mode seems to be much more attracted to the current ball possessor, than
when the dyad splits roles, and there is only one player with the role of presser.
In the latter cases, only in the 1-touch condition, this player seemed to be afforded to put
pressure on the current ball possessor, but with less decrease than when both players acted as
pressers in side-by-side. One possibility is that when the dyad in side-by-side mode takes on the
role of pressers, this role at the same time allows for some type of cover simultaneously. In other
words, there might be a partial superposition of the presser and cover from a functional point of
view and this superposition may increase when both interior players can press.
In addition, other potential explanations for the complexity of the phenomenon under study
is that interior players are anticipatory systems, such that by the end of a possession phase (last
time step in which the foot of the passer and the ball were in physical contact), interior players
were already anticipating where the ball would go, and therefore their behaviors were already
actions corresponding to the next possessor rather than the current possessor. Sometimes these
behaviors would be correct, but sometimes, the passer could immediately change the obvious
option such that he tricked the interior players. Thus, the time window of a possession phase by
which we took our units of measure may have to be reconsidered, as much as the number of
individual actions. The latter should be indicative of these potential sources of variability from
the variables chosen in order to be informative of the interior players’ behaviors (i.e., distance
and heading error). Then, it should be possible to identify, for instance, an increase of the
heading error with an anticipatory action towards to potential next “current possessor”, rather
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than misinterpreting an action performed within the time window of the current possession
phase, but not parametrized relative to the right goal parameters (i.e., next “current possessor”).
Indeed, when taking a closer look, the distance change (i.e., move towards the current ball
possessor) of the individual actions in Figure 21, there is one condition in which the tackling
action increased (M = 0.26 m.). This is likely possible due to these anticipatory behaviors and the
tackling occurring on the passing line at a certain distance from the player that passed the ball
rather than on the same location of the current possessor. In a broader context and comparing this
to the model system (i.e., BQ disks), such anticipatory behavior is to be expected wherever there
are informational couplings. Unlike purely physical coupled systems such as lasers, where
anticipatory behavior might happen (Stepp & Turvey, 2015), in informationally coupled systems,
anticipation is almost guaranteed to happen thanks to delay lines in information propagation and
pick-up. This makes the football system tremendously complex to study.
Results from Hypothesis 2 suggested that the heading errors did not behave as hypothesized.
Indeed, for the presser, with this new method, results seemed similar to those found with the
Method for Collective modes. That is, the heading increased from start to end of a possession
phase. Even when unfolding the heading error by individual actions, the values seemed to
increase from start to end (see Figure 23). Clearly an agent running towards another agent should
be closing down the angle deviation between the heading and the goal angle. However, results
did not support that obvious prediction. One potential explanation could follow the same
speculative logic offered above as to why distance increased. That is, from the perspective of
seeing football players as anticipatory systems, due to the fact that they shift their intentional
movements from the current to the next “possessor”, their heading values at the last time step of
the possession was probably more misaligned with the passer of the ball than with who they
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anticipated to be the next “possessor”.
Another potential source of error is the approach towards defining the goal angle. This was
defined as the x-y position of the current possessor at the first-time step of a possession phase,
and this location was fixed over the course of the possession phase. Thus, another potential
source of error in the results of heading error may come from this methodological approach. In
most of the possession phases, the current ball possessor moved along the time window of the
possession phase, thus, changing the goal angle value, not accounted for in the current approach.
Finally, a last methodological issue that may also lead to misleading interpretations of the
results or failure to confirm hypotheses is the fact that the ball location was coded manually. As
explained in the method section, the x-y position of the current possessor was used to determine
the location of the ball. Then the trajectory from point A to point B was interpolated. Therefore,
when doing manual notation, the time steps were annotated at the same frequency than the
positional data. Nevertheless, a pass and a control or a single pass occur in such short instances
that can be less than a second. Thus, a lack of synchronization between the passing actions (time
of ball contact, time of ball release, etc.), with the actions of the interior players might have been
another potential source of error due to the limitations that exist to collect these types of data.
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Chapter 6
EXPERIMENT 3: The effect of collective modes on energy expenditure
Experiment 3 aimed at studying football players during gameplay (i.e., rondos) while taking
direct measures of ÉÑP to measure their energy consumption. Thus, football players were studied
as biological systems capable of reconfiguring themselves into physical devices with particular
properties. Properties or traits shared by most non-equilibrium self-organizing systems
(NESOSs) where collective behaviors emerge from the combination of endogenous and
exogenous processes. These shared properties are defined in Table 10 for both systems, the
model and the experimental system.
A model system that has been largely studied at CESPA, is the Chemical Self-Organization
Foraging Implementation (C-SOFI). This consisted in Benzoquinone (BQ) particles floating on
the surface of water in which changes in the surface-tension field are driven by the individual
dissolution of each particle. Particles are, in turn, attracted to areas of higher surface tension,
resulting in emergent collective patterns of attraction and/or repulsion (Satterwhite-Warden, et
al., 2015). The introduction of a temperature gradient slightly alters the dissipation rate of the BQ
at the air-water interface, allowing more BQ to go into its gaseous phase, which in turn increases
the surface tension in the higher temperature regions. This line of inquiry, thus, attempts to unify
psychological and physical principles by employing methods and metrics that show how the selforganizing activity of living and non-living systems may be quantified and understood in
commensurate terms.
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Figure 25. The figures show a schematic of two common thermodynamically driven
systems, BQ (C-SOFI) and football (B-SOFI). (a) C-SOFI, the model system, is composed of a
petri dish (boundaries) with aqueous NaCl with “Flocking” BQ particles and a hot probe (which
functions like a catalyst); (b) illustrates the experimental system, the football rondo. Blue players
represent the outside players (boundaries) with informational field gradient with orange triangles
(interior players - dyad) and a ball (catalyst).

C-SOFI

FEATURES

B-SOFI

Temperature change

Catalyst

Ball

BQ particles

Energy

Interior players

End-Directness

Informational field
gradient degradation
(driving force: low to
high)

Interfacial field
gradient degradation
(driving force: low to
high)

Table 8
It Shows the Common Traits Shared by Most NESOS (central column). On the Left Column,
the Elements that Constitute the Features for the C-SOFI. On the Right, the Elements that
Constitute the Features for the B-SOFI in the Experimental Task of Football (i.e., rondos).
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In scenarios as complex as team sports, where unique situations are encountered with
players sharing intentionality (e.g., scoring goals) and being, at the same time, highly skilled in
the performing activity, we expect RMEP as it can be shown by general considerations (Swenson
& Turvey, 1991; Swenson, 1997). Thus, here, we use the evidence found in the C-SOFI as our
grounding theoretical and empirical basis from where to conduct research on football.
Specifically, in the actual game of rondos, settling into one behavioral role mode should reveal
the outcome of satisfying the RMEP according to the different informational field gradients
(informationL), i.e., number of ball touches (1-touch, 2-touches), task space (~ 3 or 6 meters of
circle radius rondo) and teammate’s position and role (presser, cover).
Experiment 3, thus, takes direct inspiration from the model system and, according to the
results of previous experiments we expected the emergence of collective patterns to emerge as a
function of the magnitude of the catalyst (i.e., ball enforced through number of touches and task
space). Thus, the rate of entropy production and energy dissipation should also increase in the
system. To this end, Experiment 3 aimed at providing a baseline measure to calculate energy
expenditure from ÉÑP data in the specific football task of rondos.
Heart rate (HR) increases as a function of workload oxygen. It is famously known that HR
and oxygen consumption relate linearly over a large range of exercise intensities (Freedson, &
Miller, 2000). Therefore, it has been suggested that HR data can be used to estimate ÉÑP and
energy expenditure (Brooks, Fahey, White & Baldwin, 2000). However, this measure also
undertakes some limitations:
1) This relationship has been reported to be limited up to 85% of individual maximal HR,
then the relationship becomes non-linear (Hiilloskorpi, Pasanen, Fogelholm, Laukkanen,
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& Mänttäri, 2003).
2) The relationship between HR and ÉÑP is sensible across individuals. That is, an increase
of HR of two different individuals may not correspond to the same increase of ÉÑP
(McArdle, Katch & Katch, 2007).
3) The degree of similarity between laboratory tasks and specific daily activities may differ
significantly and several variables are determinant factors for this (e.g., environmental
factors, emotions, food, type of muscle involvement, etc.). For instance, in aerobic
dance, heart rates while dancing at a specific oxygen consumption exceeded heart rates
at the same oxygen consumption during treadmill exercise (Scharff-Olson, Williford, &
Smith, 1992).
4) In addition, for continuous non-intermittent exercise, HR measures, when adjusting for
age, gender, body mass, and fitness, can estimate energy expenditure during physical
activity with a correlation coefficient of 0.91, but not for intermittent exercise (Keytel, et
al., 2007).
Football, actually, is considered to be an acyclical and intermittent task with repeated
random bouts of high intensity anaerobic and aerobic activity such as frequent alterations of
activities, numerous accelerations and decelerations, changes of direction, etc., that significantly
contribute to energy expenditure (Bangsbo, 1997; Reilly, 1997) and that are mainly responsible
for fatigue in match-play (Reilly, 1997).
Traditionally, physiological measures in football have been tested in the lab, and then
football specific movements have been tested separately on the field. Then, a correlation between
speed of movements on the field with speed of movements performed in the lab (either on a
treadmill or ergometer) is established (Condessa et al., 2015). Recent approaches, although
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outside the football domain, began to test contextual movements such as those during smallsided games in basketball or a tennis match (Scribbans, Berg, Narazaki, Janssen & Gurd, 2015;
Baiget, Iglesias & Rodriguez, 2018). Using portable metabolic measurements and gas-analyzer
systems, ÉÑP during sport specific tasks has been successfully predicted.
Provided experimentally based evidence that ÉÑP measures can be taken under the same
performing conditions to those in which players are exposed during competition, Experiment 3
aimed to measure ÉÑP and HR during the football-related tasks (i.e., rondos) to establish a
reliable baseline measure for energy expenditure.
Indeed, such a baseline measure allowed for testing hypotheses related to all the
manipulations carried out along the three experiments.
Prior to Experiment 3 a set of hypotheses were formulated.
Hypothesis 1. It was predicted that the increase of task space and number of ball touches
would result in more energy expenditure in both, Experiments 1 and 2.
Hypothesis 2. Regarding the manipulations from Experiment 3, hypothesis 2 predicted that
the side-by-side mode would result in more energy expenditure than the other two role mode
conditions (dual-role and free-role modes).
Hypothesis 3. It was predicted that the adoption of the free role mode would result in a
higher rate of trial success (i.e., ball recovery) in comparison to the side-by-side or dual-role
modes.
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Method
Participants
Eight highly skilled male football players from the second and third team of FCB different
from the ones from Experiment 1 and 2, served as participants for Experiment 3. Each
participant was randomly assigned into pairs for this experiment, resulting in a total of 3 pairs
that were examined. Each couple was assigned with a jersey color (red, blue and yellow) to
easily distinguish them during the game-play and for subsequent video-analysis.
Likewise, all participants met the criteria for being considered experts, defined by Williams
and Ford (2009) with more than 5 to 10 years of experience (~ 10,000 hours) of practice in
football. The UCONN Institutional Review Board approved all recruitment and experimental
procedures. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to the start of the
data collection.
Materials and Facilities
For experiment 3, the list below indicates those materials and facilities also used and
described in Experiments 1 and 2.
Ø Location.
Ø Camera-based System.
Ø Global Positioning System (GPS).
Ø Football Specific Equipment (balls, cones and jerseys).
Ø FCB Technical Staff.
Additional equipment was defined below.
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K5 wearable metabolic system (K5; Cosmed, Rome, Italy). The K5 is a system composed
of a face mask with inspiratory valves, a turbine that is connected to the appropriate port of the
device that contains the software and a base harness. These components make the K5 device a
lightweight, portable metabolic system that allows for the continuous measurement of oxygen
consumption and the energy cost of physical activity in the field, thereby overcoming the
limitations of the laboratory setting. Validity and reliability of this wearable technology have
been tested in the past under different action displacements and speeds such as walking or
running (White, DeBlois, and Barreira, 2019), as well as under different metabolic measurements
(Guidetti, et al. 2018).
Design and Procedures
While procedures and settings of the task were exactly the same than in Experiment 1 and 2,
the conditions of Experiment 3 differed. Given the results from previous experiments in which
the 2-touches condition during large task space (radius ~ 6 m.) seemed to be the most demanding
according to the results on outcome variables (i.e., mean trial length, mean possession phase
length, total number passes, etc.), this remained fixed for Experiment 3. The manipulations in
this experiment consisted in having 2 conditions in which the experimenter required the interior
players to recover the ball according to either one of the two collective behavioral modes
previously identified (i.e., side-by-side mode or dual-role mode) and a baseline condition in
which interior players could act as desired or required by the task (i.e., free mode condition).
Dual-role mode condition. Interior players were instructed to collectively recover the ball
under the behavioral premises defined in Chapter 3 (method section) corresponding to the dualrole mode to the extent they could.
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Side-by-side mode condition. Interior players were instructed to recover the ball under the
collective behavioral premises defined in Chapter 3 (method section) corresponding to the sideby-side mode to the extent they could.
Free-mode condition. Interior players were instructed to recover the ball under the
collective behavioral strategy that they preferred. In this condition, thus, there was not an
imposed collective mode.
Participants attended an instructional session previous to the data collection in which the
collective modes were clearly defined, (see Chapter 3, Method section) such that players
understood what type of behaviors they had to exhibit under each mode. Despite the fact that
they spontaneously exhibit these modes continually in games, a training session was deemed
necessary for each player to comprehend and properly behave under each of the collective modes
imposed.
At the end of the instructional session each player had to fill out a form to match their GPS
number (used as the player identification number – ID) with their age, height and weight. This
information was then used to obtain the corresponding ÉÑP measurements of each interior
player.
Prior to Data Collection. According to previous literature, a warm-up ranging between 5 to
10 minutes to induce some sweat, moderately increasing heart rate and breathing but avoiding
exhaustion was conducted prior to data collection (Baiget, Igleasias & Rodríguez, 2018; Piras,
Raffi, Atmatzidis, Merni & de Michele, 2017).
Data Collection. Data collection began on the signal from the experimenter. At that time,
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one of the exterior players initiated the trial by passing the ball to another exterior player. The
signal also served to synchronize the activation of all measuring devices. The order of conditions
were randomized for each couple, such that the experimental conditions were presented in a
different order for each pair. This was implemented to avoid fatigue effects from becoming
related to the order in which the experimental conditions were presented. For all conditions, the
play started on that first pass, and ended when 1) the interior players intercepted the ball; 2) there
was an errant pass resulting in the ball leaving the circle; 3) one of the outside players took a
different number of ball touches than the one determined by the experimental conditions (i.e., 2touches); or when a trial was longer than a minute. In these instances, as part of a mutual
agreement with the technical staff at FCB, the trial was stopped. Similarly, to Experiments 1 and
2, twenty seconds of rest separated the end of a trial with the beginning of the next one. During
this time, players were told to rest and stay on their positions.
Wearable Metabolic Systems. Each player performing the experimental conditions was
equipped with a portable gas analyzer. For each interior player, there was a person responsible
for ensuring that the devices were properly set up, calibrated and sanitized. To reduce potential
ergogenic benefits, all participants were instructed not to consume caffeine starting the night
before the test (e.g., Brietzke et al., 2017; Costill, Dalsky and Fink, 1978).
Ventilatory breath-by-breath gas exchange values were continuously recorded across all
conditions. That is, each pair performed 7 trials per condition, resulting in a total of 21 trials per
pair in a row. At the end of these 21 trials, there was approximately 5 minutes resting period that
was used to calibrate and set up the wearable metabolic systems to the next pair.
Data Management and Data Analysis
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See the Appendix A for details of how the data were extracted from GPS, video and
wearable metabolic devices and video. Analyses were conducted on the following derived
variables:
Ø Ball distance
Ø Presser distance
Ø Cover distance
Ø Time of possession phases
Ø Heading error of the presser
Ø Heading error of the cover
Ø Inter-rater reliability of collective modes
An additional variable was required for Experiment 3.
Predicted ÖÜá . To test Hypothesis 1 from Experiment 3 it was required to predict the
ÉÑP of players from Experiment 1 and 2, given the heart rate values of these players and the
ÉÑP measurements collected in Experiment 3.
First, a linear regression from HR on ÉÑP was conducted. That is, individual measured ÉÑP
from the interior players wearing the portable gas analyzer was regressed on the HR obtained
during the simultaneous data collection of ÉÑP and HR. Then, based on this regression,
individual HR data from the rest of the players was used to predict ÉÑP . This method allowed for
generating predicted ÉÑP values from all players across all conditions of Experiments 1 and 2.
At the collective level, ÉÑP was averaged between pairs for each trial.
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Results
This experiment was aimed at testing the differences between the collective modes and
energy expenditure required for each mode. Based on previous experiments, the size of the task
space and the number of touches were fixed to the condition that required more possession
phases, number of passes and length of the trial (time) to recover the ball: the 6 m. circle radius
of the rondo and the 2-touches condition. Three experimental conditions based on the type
collective mode the interior players were allowed to use to recover the ball (free, dual, side-byside) were tested and compared across them.
As follows a summary table of the results is shown:
Mean ÖÜá

Mode

Mean

Mean

Mean Trial

Condition

Number of

Possession

Length

passes

Phases Length

Free

7.89

1.42

11.23

36.86

Dual

6.47

1.39

8.99

32.28

Side

8.2

1.44

11.93

33.26

(mL/min/Kg)

Table 9
Summary of Descriptive Statistics on the Rondos of Experiment 3. Mean Possession Phase
Length and Mean Trial Length Are Given in Seconds. Mean ÉÑP is Expressed in Terms of
Milliliters of Oxygen Used in One Minute per Kilogram of Body Weight (mL/min/Kg).
Mean Number of Passes. The mean number of passes that were achieved by outside
players in Experiment 3, were reported for each condition. While the dual-role mode condition
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seemed to be the condition in which a smaller number of passes were achieved by the outside
players (M = 6.47), the other two had similar mean number of passes (M = 7.89 – free condition;
and M = 8.2 – side-by-side condition).
Mean Trial Length. The mean time for each condition in experiment 3 also varied in the
same increasing order than the mean number of passes. That is, results showed that in the dualrole mode condition trials were shorter (M = 8.99 s.); in contrast, in the free and side-by-side
modes results showed an increase of the mean difference of 2.24 seconds with the free mode
condition (M = 11.23 s.) and an increase of the mean difference of 2.94 seconds with the side-byside condition (M = 11.93 s.). However, these trial length differences were not statistically
significant.

Figure 26. The figure shows the mean trial length for each mode condition.
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Mean Possession phases length. The mode condition also had an impact on the amount of
time that outside players took for each single possession phase.
Similarly to the performance indicators presented above, the dual-role mode condition was
the one that allowed interior players to obtain shorter possession phases of the exterior players
(M = 1.39 s.). The free-mode condition had a slightly higher mean (M = 1.42 s.), and the side-byside mode allowed exterior players to keep longer possession phases (M = 1.44 s.).
Mean àâá Consumption. Manipulation of the modes in which interior players had to
recover the ball was intended to show which behavioral strategy was more energy efficient.

Figure 27. The figure shows the mean value of ÉÑP consumption for each role mode
condition. Error bars indicate one standard error of the mean.
Results from ÉÑP consumption of interior players showed that the dual-role mode had the
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lowest mean value of ÉÑP (M = 32.28 mL/min/Kg); followed by the side-by-side condition with
a mean value of ÉÑP consumption equal to 33.26 mL/min/Kg. Unexpectedly, the free mode
condition had higher levels of ÉÑP consumption than the other two (M = 36.86 mL/min/Kg). A
1-way ANOVA did not show any significant effect.
In addition to the previous measures displayed in Table 9, to ensure that the current
manipulations implemented in Experiment 3 had an impact on the collective modes exhibited by
interior players, the percentage of each mode in each condition was assessed. These analyses
showed that the percentage of the collective modes in its corresponding condition was always
higher than the other possible mode (see Figure 28).

Figure 28. The figure shows the percentage of occurrence of each collective mode in each of
the manipulated experimental conditions.
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That is, while in the dual-role-mode condition, the percentage of this mode was 64%, the
percentage of side-by-side in this condition was lower (36%). In contrast, in the side-by-side
condition, the side-by-side mode had a higher percentage (55%), while the dual-role mode only
occurred 45% of the times. As expected, in the free mode condition the dual-role mode had a
higher percentage of occurrence (52%) than the side-by-side mode (48%). A binomial test
showed that the proportion of dual-role is significantly more than 50%, p < .05 (1-sided).
Results of testing Hypothesis 1.
It was hypothesized that the increase of space and number of touches in Experiments 1 and 2
would result in more energy expenditure from interior players. Thus, after conducting a linear
prediction of ÉÑP from heart rate collected in Experiment 3 (see Figure 29), the heart rate from
interior players in Experiments 1 and 2 was used to predict their ÉÑP .

Figure 29. It is a scatter plot showing the linear relationship between heart rate and ÉÑP for
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interior players during Experiment 3.
A 2 (side by side, dual-role mode) X 2 (1-touch, 2-touches condition) x 2 (~ 3 m. circle
radius, ~ 6 m. circle radius) ANOVA showed that there was a significant main effect on touches
condition F(1, 184) = 3.97, p < .05.
An interaction between size and touches conditions across Experiments 1 and 2 resulted also
significant F(1, 184) = 4.71, p < .05. That is, predicted values of ÉÑP suggested that the size
manipulation by its own does not change significantly the amount of energy expenditure in terms
of ÉÑP .

Figure 30. It shows a bar graph with the ÉÑP predicted from HR in Experiments 1 and 2.
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In contrast, manipulating the number of touches an outside player can take together and the
size condition changes the energy required in terms ÉÑP to recover the ball significantly (see
Figure 30). Indeed, a t-test between the 1-touch and the 2-touches condition for the 3 m. radius
rondo resulted significant, t(94.14)=-3.09, p <.01. In contrast, in the 6 m. circle radius condition,
the 1- and 2-touches did not show significant differences.
Results of testing Hypothesis 2.
It was hypothesized that in Experiment 3, the side-by-side mode condition would result in
higher energy expenditure for interior players. When taking a look at Table 9 and Figure 27,
visual inspection of the mean values of ÉÑP suggested that, the condition with higher energy
expenditure was the free mode condition (M = 36.86 mL/min/Kg), preceded by the side-by-sidemode condition (M = 33.26 mL/min/Kg). As expected, the dual-role mode condition had the
lowest mean value of ÉÑP (M = 32.28 mL/min/Kg) suggesting that it was the most energy
efficient collective mode. In addition, when conducting an ANOVA, no significant differences
existed among the three collective mode conditions.
Further analyses on the ÉÑP values of the modes led us to analyze what was the ÉÑP
consumption of the next state (dual-role or side-by-side mode) provided the current state of the
dyad. Figure 31 shows that when the dyad is in a particular role mode, and it stays in the same
collective mode, the ÉÑP consumption seemed to be higher than when the dyad switched modes.
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Figure 31. The figure shows the mean estimated ÉÑP consumption of the next state (dualrole or side-by-side mode) based on the current state.
That is, when the dyad was in dual-role mode, and they stayed in the same collective mode
the ÉÑP consumption was higher (M = 37.46 mL/min/Kg) than when the dyad switched to sideby-side mode (M = 34.63 mL/min/Kg). Along the same lines, when the dyad was in the side-byside mode and stayed in the same mode, the ÉÑP consumption was higher (M = 37.34
mL/min/Kg) than when the dyad switched to the dual-role mode (M = 34.17 mL/min/Kg).
Nevertheless, the difference in the energy consumption (i.e., ÉÑP consumption) was by a very
small amount since, the differences were not significant, although p-value was around 0.1.
Results of testing Hypothesis 3.
Experiment 3 was aimed at manipulating the role-mode conditions such that imposed
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collective modes would compete with informationally driven (emergent) collective modes. These
manipulations, thus, were implemented to reflect whether emergent collective modes seemed to
be more successful than those imposed modes.
Table 10 shows the percentage of interceptions as a function of total number of passes, and
number of passes intercepted in each collective mode (dual-role or side-by-side mode) when
being in one of the three experimental conditions (dual-, free-, or side-by-side mode condition).
Within the dual-role mode condition, the dual-role mode collective behavior resulted in a higher
percentage of success for ball interception (16%). In contrast, the side-by-side mode only had a
success of 14% of the times. This percentage was a result of 1) the total number of passes
executed under each of these modes in this condition and 2) the number of passes intercepted for
each one. As in Experiment 2, the percentage of success was used as a measure of strength of
each strategy.
For the free-mode condition, the side-by-side mode had a higher percentage of success
(14%), than the dual-role mode (12%). The number of total passes in this condition were slightly
higher than in the dual-role mode. That is, there was a total of 148 passes under each mode in the
free mode condition, whereas in the dual-role mode condition there was only a total of 125
passes under both modes. In the side-by-side mode condition, the total number of passes was
193. This suggested that the dual-role mode condition allowed for the fastest ball recoveries
while the side-by-side was the one in which outside players could take more passes.
Finally, in the side-by-side condition, the rate of success of each mode was higher in dualrole (15%) than in side-by-side (9%).
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Role

Role

mode
Condition

Mode end
of a trial

Free

Dual

Side

Total

N passes

Percentage

Number of

intercepted

of

passes in

interceptions

each mode

Dual

76

9

12%

Side

72

10

14%

Dual

76

12

16%

Side

49

7

14%

Dual

86

13

15%

Side

107

10

9%

Table 10
Summary of Percentage of Success for Each Experimental Condition of the Rondos in
Experiment 3.
A logistic ANOVA tested the effects of collective mode imposed and the emerging mode
during the trial on the probability of intercepting the ball. The results did not show any
significant effects in any of the factors. That is, there is no statistical evidence that the
manipulated role, the emerging collective modes or their interaction predict the success of ball
interception.
An additional table with the percentage of success in each individual role of the interior
players was provided to further understand how trials ended according to the 4 ways described in
the method section of this Chapter. That is, whether interior players intercepted the ball, outside
players missed a pass or touched the ball with a different N passes than the once indicated by the
experimental condition (i.e., 2) and/or the trial took longer than a minute, when the experimenter
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stopped it. Results showed that across all trials of Experiment 3, interceptions were the most
common manner in which trials got to an end (85%) compared to passes missed by outside
players (10%), different N ball touches (3%) and trials stopped (2%). In those, the dual-role
mode seemed to be the functional behavioral role mode more successful that led to both,
interceptions (67%) and missed passes (83%).
Type of end trial

Role mode

Success %

Dual

67%

Interceptions

% Type of end trials

85%
Side

33%

Dual

83%

Missed pass

10%
Side

17%

Dual

100%

Side

0%

Dual

0%

Side

100%

Experiment
3

Different Number of
touches

Stopped

3%

2%

Table 11
Summary of Percentage of Success for Each Collective mode in Experiment 3.
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Inter-rater reliability of role mode. In Experiment 3 the reliability of the measures taken
manually annotated when conducting video analysis were also submitted to an inter-rater
reliability test. Results after Pearson correlation showed a moderate reliability in the assessments
(r = 0.73).
Discussion
Experiment 3 tested the efficiency of the collective modes by virtue of constraining the
behaviors of the interior players and measuring energetic related measures. Given that the most
demanding experimental condition found in Experiments 1 and 2 was the larger size (~ 6 m.
circle radius) combined with the 2-touches condition this condition remained fixed for
Experiment 3. The collective behavioral modes were constrained by specific instructions
regarding how the interior players had to recover the ball. It was expected that this would shed
light on the energy demands of each collective mode. Percentage of occurrence of each
collective mode in each of the proposed experimental conditions, confirmed that these
manipulations worked (see Figure 28).
The general results across the three conditions on descriptive variables such as mean number
of passes, mean possession phases length, mean trial length, were similar to what it was found in
the two previous experiments (see Table 9). Thus, as expected, the dual-role-mode condition was
the one that had a lower mean number of passes (M = 6.47). As hypothesized, this was
considered to be the most energy and outcome efficient collective mode to achieve the goal of
the task of rondos. This hypothesis was also motivated by results found in Experiment 2, in
which the percentage of balls recovered during dual-role mode was considerably higher
(82.25%) than the side-by-side mode (17.75%). In addition, in all the other outcome variables the
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dual-role mode was the one that resulted in lower mean length of trials and possession phases, as
well as with less energy consumption in terms of the mean of ÉÑP (M = 32.28 mL/min/Kg).
Hypothesis 1, focused on Experiments 1 and 2. That is, based on the measurements of HR
and ÉÑP from Experiment 3 and the HR taken during Experiments 1 and 2, a set of predicted
ÉÑP measurements was derived. These were used then to estimate the levels of ÉÑP in terms of
(mL/min/Kg). The most interesting result was an interaction between size condition and touches
condition revealing that the two manipulations implemented to modulate the control parameter
(i.e., time of possession phases), did have an effect on the energetic levels being dissipated.
Indeed, Figure 27 shows how the experimental condition with a higher mean of predicted ÉÑP
was the approximately 3 m. circle radius with 2-touchs condition (M = 39.28 mL/min/Kg). This
is a fairly high ÉÑP consumption when compared to the mean values from other sports like
tennis (~ 30.8 ± 8.6 mL/min/Kg) (Baiget et al., 2018).
Even though we expected an increase of ÉÑP in the 2-touches conditions, we expected that
increase to be more pronounced in the approximately 6 m. circle radius, provided that the 2touches condition combined with a larger circle radius (~ 6 m.) had longer trials and possession
phases and a larger amount of number of passes per trial. But surprisingly enough, it was not the
most energetically demanding condition. When taking a look at the results of Hypothesis 1 from
Experiment 1, as well as the results of the same Hypothesis for Experiment 2, there is a drastic
decrease of distance during the 1-touch condition, that it was not observed in the 2-touches
condition. Indeed, this phenomena of higher rates of energy dissipation in the 2-touches 6 meters
condition might be related to that particular fact.
Hypothesis 2 of Experiment 3 focused on testing the energy requirements of each of the
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collective behavioral modes. While it was hypothesized that the side-by-side mode condition
would result in higher energy expenditure for interior players, results showed that, actually, the
most energy demanding condition was the free condition (M = 36.86 mL/min/Kg). In this
condition, players were allowed to adopt the most preferable collective mode. Thus, constraints
imposed on the type of behaviors interior players can do, definitely seem to impinge on the
energetic requirements they need to bring them to happen. However, these results were not
expected for the free condition but for the side-by-side, due to its limited functionality to recover
the ball in larger task spaces with 2-touches. Nevertheless, taking a look at the percentages of
interceptions in the free condition, the percentage of success of dual-role (12%) was lower than
that in the side-by-side (14%). That is, the most successful mode in this condition to recover the
ball was the side-by-side mode. Nevertheless, when observing the percentage of times in which
interior players remained in side-by-side, it was lower (48%) than in dual-role mode (52%). This
might explain the slightly more ÉÑP required in this condition, since even though the dual-role
mode was the preferred, it was not as successful, and therefore the most demanding one had to
still be used in large amounts.
Hypothesis 3 of Experiment 3 looked at the collective mode that was more successful at
recovering the ball. Table 10 shows that the dual-role mode was the mode with a higher success
in two out of the three conditions. While in the dual-role-mode condition and the side-by-side
mode condition, the dual-role mode was more successful, in the free-mode condition there was a
higher percentage of success of the side-by-side mode (14%). In addition, when taking a look at
Table 11, out of 85% of the total number of interceptions in Experiment 3, 67% occurred in a
dual-role mode. This represents that, from the total number of end of trials due to either
interception or any other way to end a trial, the dual-role mode was 90% of the times, the
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collective mode in which interior players were successfully ending a trial.
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Chapter 7
General Discussion
The goal of this dissertation was to create and test a minimal experimental paradigm that
allowed us to study collective behavior in football from the theory of dissipative structures. To
do that we sought to establish relatively analogous relations between our model system (i.e., BQ
system) and our experimental system (i.e., rondos in football). We took rondos as a starting
point, both because of their prominent place in the theory and practice of football at FCB, and
because of their simplicity, at least relative to a full-sided football match. Much of the initial
work was aimed at identifying collective behavioral modes that have functional consequences for
gameplay (e.g., increasing the likelihood of intercepting the ball) within the rondo paradigm. The
manipulations were designed to act as control parameters on the collective behavioral modes.
Specifically, both the number of ball touches and size of the task space were expected to alter the
probability of the interior players shifting from one collective configuration to another. It was
assumed that these manipulations would be analogous to those observed in the model system
when an increase of temperature was induced. That is, the effects of the catalyzer (i.e., the ball)
would change the local informational gradient, resulting in collective modes transitioning from
side-by-side (in the 1-touch condition small size – 3 m. radius) to dual-role modes (in the 2touches – 6 m. radius), thus increasing the rate of energy dissipation and entropy production of
the system.
The present series of experiments provide a first exploration of the impact of modulating the
proposed control parameters (i.e., the number of touches and size of rondo circle) on the
emergent collective modes (i.e., dual-role and side-by-side) observed in interior players. A set of
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3 hypotheses were tested across Experiments 1 and 2.
Results from Experiments 1 and 2 seemed in direct opposition to our initial predictions. That
is, it was expected that the increase of number of ball touches would result in a higher attraction
to the ball (i.e., catalyzer) such that distance change (i.e., movement towards the current ball
possessor) and heading error angles would both decrease from start to end of a possession phase.
This hypothesis was based on our initial assumptions that the increase of number of touches
would be analogous to the increase of temperature in the model system (BQ disks). We had
reasoned that if the ball remained in the same location for a longer period of time, then interior
players would be more strongly attracted to the ball (i.e., attempt to tackle the player and gain the
ball). However, the pattern of results was pointing in the opposite direction.
In general, the patterns of results suggest that an increase of touches and task space is not
analogous to an increase of temperature in the model system (i.e. BQ system), and that the effect
may actually work in the opposite direction.
We then undertook a follow-up analysis, which consisted of manually recoding individual
actions, a method that we called the “Method for individual actions.” Reanalysis of Experiments
1 and 2 (Chapter 5) using the criteria defined by the new method revealed some underlying
dynamics of the interior players counter to our initial assumptions about how they should be
affected by the control parameter. That is, results confirmed that in the 1-touch condition,
interior players seemed to have decreased distance change (i.e., move towards the current ball
possessor) and heading errors from the start to the end of possession phases. However, in the 2touches condition that was not the case for the dual-role mode. Instead, and interestingly, for the
side-by-side mode in the 2-touches condition, the distance change (i.e., move towards the current
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ball possessor) decreased as expected, suggesting a stronger attractor when both interior players
were afforded to tackle the current possessor. In other words, the method for individual actions
allowed for direct distinction between side-by-side in presser and side-by-side in cover roles.
Thus, analyses in this chapter revealed that the side-by-side mode with the role of presser under
the 2-touches condition provided a different landscape of affordances, thus of attractors, when
compared to the dual-role mode in the 2-touches condition. When both players acted as pressers
in the 2-touches conditions, general results showed a tendency to decrease their distance from the
current ball possessor. In contrast, when only a single player was acting as a presser (i.e., dualrole mode) the distance change (i.e., move towards the current ball possessor) did not decrease.
This is no minor issue because, while in the 1-touch condition the interior player acting as a
presser during dual-role mode seemed to have stronger attractors, in the 2-touches condition it
was the side-by-side in presser roles that had stronger attractors to the current ball possessor.
This suggests, therefore, that the manipulations not only revealed how much the presser reduced
distance relative to the current possessor, but also revealed the features exhibited by each
collective mode when emerging as a function of each manipulation being implemented. In other
words, the resulting collective modes from the method for individual actions, shed light on some
states of the system being more stable in particular conditions in contrast to others. For example,
the fact that the side-by-side presser mode had a larger decrease of distance and heading error in
the 2-touhces condition than in the 1-touch condition, might be indicative of such stable states
(preferred modes) in some conditions in detriment of others.
Experiment 3 was designed to measure the energy dissipation and entropy production of the
collective modes. We did so by taking the condition from Experiments 1 and 2 that was most
demanding in terms of number of passes, time per trial, length of possession phases. Then, we
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blocked that condition across the manipulations of Experiment 3, which mainly consisted in
constraining the collective modes themselves. That is, the interior players were instructed to
recover the ball either in dual-role or side-by-side modes, thus, having two experimental
conditions (one per each mode), and a third one that consisted in recovering the ball with their
preferred mode (free-mode condition). To collect energy measures, wearable metabolic devices
were used during data collection for the two interior players. These devices allowed us to
account for the ÉÑP consumption in each of the experimental conditions, such that comparisons
among them shed light on the most energetically demanding modes. Surprisingly, the condition
with higher ÉÑP consumption was the free condition.
By regressing ÉÑP on the heart-rate (HR) data also collected in Experiment 3, we
established that ÉÑP and HR were strongly and linearly related. Using the resulting linear
coefficient, we then extrapolate this relationship to experiments 1 and 2 (for which we had HR
data in hand), such that the most energetically demanding condition across experiments could be
also be identified. From these data, the small size (~ 3 m.) with 2-touches appear to be the most
energetically demanding.
Limitations & Future directions
Careful consideration of our results and further examination of the video data suggested a
variety of limitations and potential approaches to address these issues. One limitation, not
accounted for in our framework, was that the interior players exhibited anticipatory behaviors.
Unlike BQ, football players did attune to informational variables that allowed them to shift their
goal in the task (i.e., current ball possessor) even when the ball was still held by the previous
possessor. This appears to have resulted in potential mismatches between our predictions (e.g.,
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lower heading errors from START to END of a possession phase) and the actual behaviors
observed (i.e., higher heading errors from START to END of a possession phase). At the same
time, such anticipatory behaviors were often accompanied with a superposition of roles. That is,
instances in which an interior player not only performed a single role, but also acted to perform a
second role. For example, while pressing, a player could also cover space by slightly shifting his
pressing trajectory to one of the sides, thereby simultaneously fulfilling the cover role too. We
suspect this may explain some of the variability in our results in terms of heading errors from
START to END of possession phases.
A potential approach to address some of these issues above was hinted at in Chapter 5, when
a method for detecting individual actions was proposed. This consisted in hand coding individual
behavior for each interior player such that the combination of each individual action could be
used to identify the collective mode. One way to address the problems of superposition of roles
and anticipation would be to use a larger number of individual actions that include both
retrospective and prospective behaviors such as the ones mentioned above. This might yield a
better understanding, at least at the descriptive level, for such variability encountered in the
results.
One methodological concern regards determining the x-y position of goal angle fixed from
START to END of a possession phase. Applying a continuous angle along the possession phase
may give a more accurate x-y position of the outside player relative to the interior ones. Another
methodological issue is that of acquisition of continuous ball position. The trajectories of the ball
were computed by interpolation between current and previous current possessor. This 2-D
representation of ball trajectory is not optimal and may not allow us to understand the real
trajectories of interior players. That is, while we could simulate players displacements through
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GPS data, the simulation of ball trajectory was impoverished relative to its real trajectory. Thus,
trying to understand player’s movements relative to the ball trajectories is very likely another
source of variability in our results.
Another methodological issue concerned the definition of a possession phase. We defined
each “possession phase” as the time window bounded by the last touch of the previous possessor
to the release of the ball from the current possessor. During this time window, our working
assumption was that the system was uniformly intentioned for every single possession phase.
That is, we assumed that for every single possession phase there would be a presser and/or a
cover either in dual-role or side-by-side mode. However, we realized that the dyad of interior
players does not always act so simply and uniformly. Instead, there are some possession phases
in which interior players “sacrifice” the ultimate goal of recovering the ball, and instead, they
work to place themselves in a better location for the next possession phase. In these instances,
therefore, their anticipatory behavior does not conform to our original expectations. This
conclusion thus, leads us to conclude that in the future we may need to separate the analyses of
possession phases in which the interior players act as assumed (currently trying to recover the
ball) versus those possession phases in which the interior players ignore that goal and work
towards an intermediate goal (i.e., positioning themselves to recover the ball in the next few
possession phases). Thus, follow-up studies should consider the possibility of such intermediate
goals.
In the future, another way to reduce potential sources of variability of the reported results
would be to use higher resolution technologies that allow for a more precise positional and
kinematic data. On one hand, GPS data have been shown to present errors in their capability to
measure distances and other outcomes performance (Aughey, 2011). This can be problematic in
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our experimental paradigm since players are moving very short distances (e.g., the highest mean
for distance change was 0.62 m.), and therefore, precision is paramount. On the other hand, GPS
data only provided us with 2D data ignoring the richness of kinematic data and how important
this might be to capture intentional actions of interior players in our experimental task. In this
regard, there is a library called “OpenPose” (Cao, Hidalgo, Simon, Wei & Sheikh, 2019)
containing a neural network for body pose estimation. Figure 32 below, shows an example of a
rondo with the body pose estimated over the course of a trial. This method would allow us to
account for at least 15 joints of the body, as well as, the displacements in space. The method
requires submitting an image to a convolutional neural network that predicts both confidence
maps for body parts and affinity fields for their association. After that, there is a parsing step that
connects the body part candidates to obtain full body poses for all the people in the image (Cao,
et al., 2019). Along the same lines, some research has also been conducted in ball detection, and
similar techniques might be used to overcome the issue stated above about ball trajectories (see
e.g., Theagarajan, Pala, Zhang & Bhanu, 2018; Upendra-Rao & Pati, 2015).

Figure 32. The figure shows an example of a rondo in which player body-segment positions
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were estimated using OpenPose library.
Finally, with the data collected from ÉÑP in Experiment 3, future research should strengthen
the analogy with the model system by further exploiting measures of entropy production. Indeed,
measures of portable spirometry are a common approach to measure energy expenditure, and
therefore, entropy production of human body can be computed (McArdle et al., 2007). However,
our current results did not reveal a straightforward relationship between the rate of entropy
production, at the level of the dyad, and behavioral modes. This may not be surprising, in
retrospect, since relatively simple dissipative structures can reveal complex, and even
paradoxical, relationships between behavior and the rate of entropy production (while still
actually remaining consistent with a principle of maximum entropy production) (De Bari, Dixon,
Kay & Kondepudi, 2019). Developing an account of collective behavior in football grounded in
thermodynamics is a key goal of future work, because it would strengthen the premises of an
ecological physics account of sport.
Conclusion
The scope of the presented work may represent an important next step for research on
collective motion in living and non-living systems. While collective motion has been studied
from a purely cognitive or statistical physics perspective, little is known about how the dynamics
of the system influences entropy production. Implications of this dissertation for future research
pursuits are:
1) demonstration of the feasibility of a paradigm to study information systems with the same
generic dynamical principles of purely chemical or physical systems based on the dissipation of
potentials (Haken, 1977).
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In the current paradigm, it was not our goal to solve this deep problem of mapping
informational fields (i.e., layout of affordances) to a force field. Instead, we assumed that this
mapping exists, that is lawful (i.e., informationL – Turvey, 2015) and that phenomenon that is
purely informational, such as football, can be studied, provided that the agents or agencies are
intentional and well-tuned to information. When one assumes that well-tuning, then one can treat
the informational field as if it was a force field, i.e. a landscape of attractors with a certain
geometry (Kugler, Turvey, Carello, & Shaw, 1985; Turvey & Kugler, 1984; Kugler & Turvey,
1988). That is, even if it is low energy field, given the assumptions of intentionality, on board
energy and well-tuning, the information field can be treated as a force field and the same
dynamic equations can be used. Further, the information field is prospective due to the
specificity. That is, it puts in contact distal events (Shaw & Kinsella-Shaw, 2007). For example,
in the same way the variable time to contact allows to anticipate a collision, in the rondo, there is
a higher order informational variable that also allows inside players to anticipate where the ball
is going to go.
This higher-order gradient that football players attune to, but not BQ disks, is where our
analogy with the model system attempts to physicalize the study of putatively cognitive systems
such as football players. As a result, physical, chemical or/and cognitive systems may be
quantified and understood in commensurate terms.
2) uncovering higher-order informational patterns to which football players are attuned
perceptually, thus, corroborating Gibson’s (1979) predictions; and
3) a sound theoretical and methodological paradigm from where future experimental testing
might be conducted across scales in the pursuit of unifying or integrating structure by which
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different levels of description are allowed by the theory without entailing fragmentation. For
example, by choosing, on one hand, a “simple” chemical particle as a model system that abides
on traits shared by most NESOSs (i..e, catalyst, energy and end-directness) and, on the other,
humans (highly skilled and professional football players) as the experimental system, the current
approach might embrace generic principles applicable across scales. That is, with two systems on
the extrema of a complexity spectrum (i.e., from BQ disks to football players), we can assume
that all phenomena falling in between will be equally accountable for by the same principles.
This constitutes an extremely powerful epistemological ellipsis, from chemical systems like BQ
or Rayleigh-Bénard convection to humans playing sports and, in between, other complex
collective behavior such as mammalian cells, neurons or animal behavior (see Figure 31).

Figure 33. The figure shows on the left hand-side an image of BQ disks flocking towards a
hot probe. This represents the bottom extrema of a complexity spectrum of collective behaviors.
On the right, a soccer match represents the top extrema. In between, a few examples of collective
behaviors within the complexity spectrum are given.
This dissertation, thus, aspires to be the first stone of a feasible paradigm to study collective
behavior in football from the dissipative structures’ theory. This will allow for testing on
transdisciplinary principles across scales.
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Appendix A
Table A-1 summarizes the type of data preparation that was conducted for each source of
data. Data source defines the device from which data were collected. Raw data refers to the type
of data that was automatically generated and saved from the use of those devices. Software refers
to the means by which one can extract raw data. Procedures describes the steps taken in that
software to generate csv files containing the raw data. New variables are those derived
computationally from the raw data. Combined variables were obtained by the combination of
variables from different data sources. These variables were combined and merged into different
data frames for subsequent analyses. A video of the process is available at
http://bit.ly/2MzNZTn.
Data
Source

Raw Data

Software

Procedures

§
GPS

§
§
§
§

Latitude
Longitude
Heart rate
Time Stamp

S-Pro
§

Manual
Selection of
desired
variables

New Variables

Combined
Variables

§
§
§

Angles
Distances
Displacements

A 1-by-1
file process

Video
Camera

§

Video Image

SportCode

Editing and
generating
clips per
trial

§

Visual
identificati
on of trial
numbers

§

Csv files

Additional
Information
§

§
§

§

Literatur
e

§
§
§
§
§

Trial number
Trial condition
Role mode
Ball status
Player
identification

§
§
§

Number of
possession
phases
Duration of
possession
phases
Interceptions
Pass success
Player’s role
identification

Bastida
et al.
(2018)

Franks
(1997)
Hughes
&
Franks
(2004)

Table A-1.
Data Management Process, Sources, and Types of Data Gathered to Run Analyses.
From GPS to .csv. Data obtained from GPS were downloaded as wimu_log.qul files. Each
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Video of
the
process

http://bit.ly/2
MzNZTn

file corresponded to one participant (i.e., player) that had to be converted to .csv files by using SPro software (S-Pro, RealTrackSystems, Almería, Spain). During this process, manual selection
of the variables to be included for subsequent analyses was also conducted (see link in Table 1).
Among them are different types of angular relationships, distances, and displacements. Finally,
the .csv files exported were all merged into one single data frame using Rstudio (Rstudio Team,
2016).
From Video camera to .csv. The location of the ball and the particular players in the rondo
(i.e., inside and outside players) were identified manually using a video-based system and a
notational analysis approach.
Data frames from different sources of data collection
Each of the data frames described above were merged into three new data frames: data.csv,
phases.csv, and trials.csv. The data.csv data frame had a total of 413,803 observations and 8
variables corresponding to the auto-generated data set from GPS. This consisted in binding each
individual player’s .csv file obtained from S-pro to one unique data frame. Each observation in
this data frame corresponded to one frame from the raw data.
The phases.csv data frame had a total of 964 observations and 60 variables after generating
new variables for subsequent analysis. Each observation in this data frame corresponded to one
possession phase. For example, the variables include angles relating the interior players to the
current ball possessor at the start and end of the phase. This phase-level data informed most of
the hypotheses because the possession phases were the most relevant object of study for
understanding the underlying dynamics driving the collective behavior of the dyad inside the
rondo.
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Finally, the trials.csv data frame contained summary measures of every trial (e.g., duration
and number of passes). Each observation is one trial.
In the same lines than in the previous set of experiments, Experiment 3 also required some
data preparation. The table below summarizes, how the ÉÑP data were managed:
Data
Source

Raw Data

Software

Procedures

§
K5.
Cosmed

§

Vo2/kg
(mL/min/Kg)

Cosmed

§

Time
windows
Data
process

New Variables

§
§

Energy
Expenditure
Entropy

Combined
Variables
§

Predicted
Vo2

Literature
Guidetti,
et al.
(2018)

Table A-2.
Data Management Process, Sources, and Types of Data Gathered to Run Analyses in
Experiment 3.
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Appendix B
The ãå çéèêëí
Initially, Hypothesis 1 from Experiment 1 was tested using the 21 v4-ℎ*S. This consisted
in taking the position of interior players at the first time-step (21) of a new possession phase to
determine distance from the ball. Table X shows the distances of the two interior players from
the current possessor of the ball for each possession phase across all trials. Using this so-called
21 v4-ℎ*S, the labels were assigned independently of whether the players acted as expected
under each of these roles or not. Indeed, they might simply be called closer player instead of
presser and further player instead of cover.
Touches

Role

Start

End

Condition

1

2

Mean Distance
Change

Presser

2.63

2.72

0.09

Cover

4.26

3.96

-0.29

Presser

3.20

3.24

0.04

Cover

4.69

4.70

0.01

Table B-1
Mean Distance (in m) from the Possessor at the Start and End of Each Possession Phase as a
Function of Role and Number of Touches.
Hypothesis 1 was that, between 21 and 22 of a possession phase, the presser/closer player
would reduce his distance to the possessor more than his partner. This did not appear to be the
case, however. Nonetheless, visual inspection of some videos seemed to confirm that pressers
mostly reduced distances relative to the ball possessor, leading to reconsideration of the
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21 v4-ℎ*S. In particular, 21% of the time, the player identified as the presser at 21 was not the
same player assigned that role at 22—interior players moved during possession phases. Indeed,
the player closer to the current ball possessor at 22 seemed to be a better indicator for
determining the presser. Results from testing the 22 v4-ℎ*S, suggested that the presser was
most likely to be the interior player closer to :) at 22. Indeed, a binomial test indicated that the
proportion of pressers in the 21 v4-ℎ*S 0.76 was lower than the expected in the 22 v4-ℎ*S 1,
and this resulted in a significant difference p < .001 (1-sided). This led us to further reconsider
the viability of this approach and implement the 22 v4-ℎ*S in detriment of the 21 v4-ℎ*S.
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